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Abstract

One of the most important environments in which accretion discs are found occur
in interacting binaries. In this chapter I review the main properties of binary sys-
tems and the most important types of binary interactions, stable and unstable mass
transfer, the role of mass loss, mass accretion and, in the most dramatic case, the
merging of the two binary components. I particularly emphasise the evolutionary
context in which these interactions occur and illustrate this using numerous ex-
amples of different types of binaries of current research interest. These include hot
subdwarfs, symbiotic binaries, binary supernova progenitors, including the progen-
itors of Type Ia supernovae and potential progenitors of long-duration gamma-ray
bursts, low-, intermediate- and high-mass X-ray binaries,containing both neutron
stars and black holes, and their descendants, including binary millisecond pulsars,
Thorne-̇Zytkow objects and short-duration gamma-ray bursts.

1.1 Introduction

One of the main site for accretion discs are interacting binary systems. Indeed, he
majority of stars are found in binary systems and, in many cases (up to∼ 50%),
they are close enough that mass flows from one star to the other, in many cases
forming an accretion disc. This can happen for a wide varietyof different systems,
systems containing two normal non-degenerate stars, or onecompact star (white
dwarf [WD], neutron star [NS] or black hole [BH]), or even twocompact stars of
various combinations. The purpose of the chapter is to provide an overview over
the evolution of binary systems, starting with the fundamentals of binary evolution
in § 1.2, followed by a selection of current topics in binary evolution theory in§ 1.3
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and the effects of binary evolution on the final fate of stars and supernovae in§ 1.4.
The last two sections§ 1.5 and§ 1.6 discuss low-/intermediate-mass X-ray binaries
and high-mass X-ray binaries, respectively.

1.2 Fundamentals of Binary Evolution

1.2.1 Basic Properties

Most stars in the sky are in binary systems or, more generally, in multiple systems
(triples, quadruples, quintuplets,. . .), where the orbital periods (Porb) range all the
way from 11 min (for a NS-WD binary) to∼ 106 yr. Of course, the majority of
binaries are in fairly wide systems that do not interact strongly and where both
stars evolve essentially as single stars. But there is a large fraction of systems (with
Porb ∼

< 10 yr) that are close enough that mass is transferred from one star to the
other which changes the structures of both stars and their subsequent evolution.
While the exact numbers are somewhat uncertain, binary surveys suggest that the
range of interacting binaries, which are the systems of interest in this chapter, is
in the range of 30 % to 50 % (where the binary fraction is higherfor more mas-
sive stars; see, e.g., Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007). A very
approximate period distribution, and very useful rule of thumb, is that the distri-
bution inlog Porb is logarithmically flat (i.e.,f(logPorb) ≃ constant), where each
decade oflog Porb contains 10 % of systems from10−3 yr to 107 yr. The mass-
ratio distribution (i.e.,q = M2/M1, whereM1 and M2 are the initially more
massive [the primary] and the initially less massive star [the secondary], respec-
tively) is not very well determined but appears to depend somewhat on the mass
range. While massive binaries favour stars of comparable mass (i.e., if the primary
is a massive star, the secondary is also likely to be relatively massive), this is less
clear for low-mass stars; it is sometimes argued that, for low-mass binaries, the
masses may be independently chosen from a standard initial mass function [IMF],
although most studies show that there is also some bias, possibly consistent with
a flat mass-ratio distribution. These differences clearly reflect differences in the
formation processes of low- and high-mass stars, that are still extremely poorly
understood. Finally, there is generally a large scatter in the distribution of eccen-
tricities e ≡

√

1− b2/a2, wherea andb are the semi-major and semi-minor axis,
respectively. Close binaries (withPorb < 10d) tend to be circular, but this is the
result of tidal interactions that efficiently circularise close eccentric binaries.
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1.2.2 Observational Classification

One of the main classifications of different types of binary systems is how they
appear to an observer.Visual Binariesare systems where the periodic motion of
both components can be seen in the sky (see, e.g., Sirius A andB). If the motion of
only one star is observable, the binary is referred to as anAstrometric Binary.

Spectroscopic Binariesare systems where the periodic Doppler shifts (due to the
orbital motion of the binary components) can be detected in one or more spectral
lines. Depending on whether these Doppler shifts can be measured for just one
or both binary components, these systems are calledsingle-linedor double-lined
spectroscopic binaries.

Photometric Binariesare systems where one can observe a periodic variation of
the flux or colour, etc., of the system. However, this does notnecessarily prove the
binary nature of a system, as variable stars (e.g., Cepheids, RR Lyrae variables)
can show similar periodic variations.

Finally, if at least one star eclipses the other star during part of the orbit, the sys-
tem is aneclipsing binary, which play a particularly important role in determining
basic stellar parameters of stars (such as radius and mass).

1.2.3 The Binary Mass Function

Another important concept helping to constrain the masses of the components in a
binary is the binary mass function. By equating the gravitational force to the cen-
tripetal force of either of the components, using various Newtonian relations and
assuming a circular orbit, it is easy to derive the followingtwo relations, referred
to as the mass functions for stars 1 and 2,f1 andf2,

f1(M2) =
M3

2 sin
3 i

(M1 +M2)2
=

P (v1 sin i)
3

2πG
, (1.1)

and

f2(M1) =
M3

1 sin
3 i

(M1 +M2)2
=

P (v2 sin i)
3

2πG
. (1.2)

Note that the expressions on the right-hand sides of these equations only contain
measurablequantities, such as the projected radial velocity amplitudes of the two
components (v1/2 sin i, wherei is the orbital inclination of the binary) and the
orbital periodP (G is the gravitational constant). The terms in the middle contain,
besidessin i, the main quantities of interest, the masses of the two components,
M1 andM2.

Thus, the mass functions directly relate the two masses to observable quanti-
ties. For a double-lined spectroscopic binary, where the radial velocity amplitudes
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of both components can be measured, one can use these relations to determine
M1 sin

3 i andM2 sin
3 i. It is often difficult to determine the inclination; but in

cases where this is possible (e.g., for an eclipsing binary with i ≃ 90◦ or for a vi-
sual binary), one obtains the masses of both components. Indeed, this is one of the
most important methods for determining stellar masses, including those of compact
objects, such as black holes. In the case where one star is much less massive than
the other (e.g.,M1 ≪ M2), its mass function directly constrains the mass of the
other component since, in this case, equation 1.1 simplifiesto f1(M2) ≃ M2 sin

3 i.
In the case of doubly eclipsing binaries, one can also determine the radii of both

stars. Such systems are the main sources for determining accurate masses and radii
of stars, and luminosities, if their distances are also known.

1.2.4 The Roche Lobe

One particularly important concept in studying the evolution of binary systems is
the Roche lobe. Considering the so-calledrestricted three-body problem, where
one follows the motion of a mass-less test particle in the gravitational field of two
orbiting massesM1 andM2, one can define an effective potential in a co-rotating
frame that includes the gravitational potential of the two stars and the centrifugal
force acting on the test particle (this assumes that the orbit is circular and that the
Coriolis force can be neglected, at least initially). This potential has 5 so-called
Lagrangian pointswhere the gradient of the effective potential is zero (i.e.,where
there is no force in the co-rotating frame). The three most important ones lie along
the line that connects the two stars. Of particular importance is the inner one, re-
ferred to as L1 or inner Lagrangian point, since the equipotential surfacethat passes
through this point (called theCritical Roche-Lobe Potential) connects the gravita-
tional spheres of influence of the two stars. This means that,if one star starts to fill
its Roche lobe (the part of the critical potential engulfing the star), then matter can
flow through the L1 point into the Roche lobe of the other star. This is the most
important way of how mass can be transferred from one star to the other and is
calledRoche-lobe overflow (RLOF).

The effective Roche-lobe radiusRL only depends on the orbital separationA
and the mass-ratioq. For star ‘1’ with massM1, it is well approximated by

RL =
0.49 q−2/3

0.6 q−2/3 + ln(1 + q−1/3)
A (1.3)

(Eggleton 1983), whereq ≡ M2/M1 (and an analogous expression for the effective
Roche-lobe radius of star ‘2’).

Another useful way of classifying binaries is how the actualradii of the two stars
compare to their respective Roche-lobe radii. Indetached binaries, both stars un-
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derfill their respective Roche lobes (i.e., have radii smaller than their Roche-lobe
radii). In this case, no mass transfer via RLOF can take place, and the main grav-
itational interaction occurs via mutual tides (as, e.g., inthe Earth–Moon system).
In cases where one star has a very strong stellar wind (e.g., for relatively massive
stars), a fraction of this wind may be gravitationally accreted by its companion.
This alternative, but generally much less efficient type of mass transfer is referred
to aswind mass transferand can also sometimes by important (e.g., in the case of
high-mass X-ray binaries; see§ 1.6).

If one star fills its Roche lobe, the binary is called asemi-detached binary; these
are the systems where mass transfer takes place via RLOF.

Finally, it is also possible that both stars fill or even overfill their Roche lobes.
In this case, a common photosphere forms that engulfs both components. These
system are called eitherContact Binaries(observationally referred to as W Ursae
Majoris stars) orCommon-Envelope Binaries. For such systems, the other two La-
grangian points, L2 and L3, that lie along the axis connecting the two stars but
outside their orbit, can become important: if the common envelope reaches either
of these two points, then mass can flow through it from the binary to the outside
and possibly lead to the formation of acircumbinary discsurrounding the whole
binary system.

1.2.5 Types of Binary Interactions

While most stars in the sky are probably in binary system, theonly ones we are
interested here are those where at least one of the components transfers mass to
the other one by RLOF (typically30 − 50% of all systems). For the first phase2

of mass transfer for one of the stars, one distinguishes three cases of mass transfer
depending on the nuclear evolutionary state of the star:Case A(the star is on the
main sequence burning hydrogen),Case B(the star has finished hydrogen burning,
but not helium burning in the core),Case C(the star has completed core helium
burning). Figure 1.1 shows the radius evolution of a 5M⊙ star as a function of time
and indicates the range where the different cases occur. Since the radius of the star
expands only very little (a factor of∼ 2) on the main sequence but a factor of more
than 10 before helium ignition and again after helium burning, it is much more
likely that RLOF starts after the star has continued its main-sequence phase (this
assumes a logarithmically flat initial period distribution). On the other hand, since
a star spends most of its life on the main sequence, it followsthat most binaries
observed in the sky have not yet had a strong binary interaction, but many of them
will do so in the future. This is particularly important whenstudying the end states

2 If a star experiences more than one mass-transfer phase, thenomenclature quickly becomes complicated, and
there is no established standard notation.
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Figure 1.1 The evolution of the radius of a 5M⊙ star as a function of its lifetime
to illustrate the ranges in radius and orbital period for thedifferent cases of RLOF
phases, as indicated, assuming a 2M⊙ companion.

of stars and supernovae that probe the late evolutionary phases of a star (see§ 1.4).
Note also that quite massive stars (∼

> 20M⊙) tend to expand only moderately after
helium core burning, and hence, for massive stars, Case C mass transfer tends to
be much less important than Case B mass transfer, where most of the expansion
occurs.

When RLOF occurs, one has to distinguish between different modes of mass
transfer, depending on whether mass transfer is stable or unstable with very differ-
ent outcomes.

Stable mass transfer

Stable, (quasi-)conservative mass transfer (as illustrated in Fig. 1.2) is the easiest
type of mass transfer to understand. In this case, most, but not necessarily all, of the
transferred mass is accreted by the companion star, generally leading to a widen-
ing of the binary. Mass transfer ends when most of the hydrogen-rich envelope of
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Figure 1.2 Cartoon illustrating stable mass transfer.

Figure 1.3 Cartoon illustrating unstable mass transfer.

the donor star has either been transferred to the companion or been lost from the
system. The end product will be a hydrogen-exhausted heliumstar with at most
a small hydrogen-rich envelope.3 Mass accretion will also change the structure of
the accreting star. If it is still on the main sequence, the accretor tends to bereju-
venatedand then behave like a more massive normal main-sequence star. On the
other hand, if it has already left the main sequence, its evolution can be drastically
altered, and the star may never evolve to become a red supergiant, but explode as a
blue supergiant (if it is a massive star; Podsiadlowski & Joss 1989).

Unstable mass transfer and common-envelope evolution

Mass transfer is unstable when the accreting star cannot accrete all off the material
transferred from the donor star. The transferred material than piles up on the accre-
tor and starts to expand, ultimately filling and overfilling the accretor’s Roche lobe.
This leads to the formation of a common-envelope (CE) system, where the core of
the donor and the companion form a binary immersed in the envelope of the donor
star (see Fig. 1.3). This typically happens when the donor star is a giant or super-
giant with a convective envelope, since a star with a convective envelope tends to
expandrather than shrink when it loses mass very rapidly (adiabatically), while the
Roche-lobe radius shrinks when mass is transferred from a more massive to a less
massive star; this makes the donor overfill its Roche lobe by an ever larger amount
3 Stable mass transfer can also occur for an expanding hydrogen-exhausted helium star (so-calledCase BB

mass transfer). In this case, the star is likely to lose a large fraction/most of its helium envelope.
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and causes runaway mass transfer on a dynamical timescale (so-calleddynamical
mass transfer).

Once a CE system has formed, friction between the immersed binary and the
envelope will make the two components spiral towards each other until enough or-
bital energy has been released to eject the envelope (Paczy´nski 1976). This ends
the spiral-in phase and leaves a much closer binary with an orbital period typically
between∼ 0.1 and∼ 10d, consisting of the core of the giant and a normal-star
secondary. In contrast to the stable RLOF channel, CE evolution tends to produce
very short-period systems. Indeed, this is believed to be the main mechanism by
which an initially wide binary, with an orbital period of possibly many years, can
be transformed into a very close binary with an orbital period of hours to days
(Paczyński 1976). Since this spiral-in phase is very short-lived, the immersed com-
panion star will not be able to accrete much matter and will immerse little changed
from the CE phase.

Binary mergers

The most dramatic consequence of a CE phase is that the orbital energy that is re-
leased in the spiral-in phase in not sufficient to eject the envelope. In this case, the
spiral-in process continues till the core of the donor has merged with the compan-
ion, producing asingle, initially rapidly rotating star (such as FK Comae stars).

Binary mergers are one of the least studied phases of binary evolution. Despite
of their lack of attention, binary mergers are by no means rare events: estimates
based on binary population synthesis (BPS) studies suggestthat∼ 5− 10% of all
starsexperience a complete merger with a companion star during their evolution.
Such binary mergers are likely to be responsible for many eruptive events in the
Galaxy (e.g., V838 Mon; Tylenda & Soker 2006).

1.2.6 Mass-Transfer Driving Mechanisms

In order to have mass transfer, at least one of the stars has tofill and to continue
to fill its Roche lobe. There are two fundamentally differentmodes of how this
is achieved: one is that the donor star tries to expand because of its own internal
evolution (this can occur either on a nuclear or a thermal timescale); the other is
that the binary system loses angular momentum, causing a shrinking of the orbit.

Expansion of the donor

The simplest driving mechanism is the expansion of the donorstar due to its own
nuclear evolution. If such a donor transfers mass to a more massive companion,
mass transfer will take place on a nuclear timescale, and themass-transfer ratėM
will be of orderM/tnuc, whereM is the mass of the donor star andtnuc its nuclear
timescale.
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However, the situation already becomes more complicated ifthe donor star is
initially more massive than the accretor as, in this case, the donor’s Roche lobe
will shrink initially. To illustrate this, let us consider the case of conservative mass
transfer, where all the mass lost by the donor is accreted by the companion, and the
total angular momentum of the binary is conserved. The totalangular momentum,
J , of a binary can be written as

J =
M1M2

M1 +M2

√

G(M1 +M2)A . (1.4)

If J andM1 +M2 are constant (conserved), this immediately implies that

(M1M2)
2A = constant . (1.5)

whenM1 = M2. This implies that, forM1 = M2, the orbital separation (A)
has a minimum. So, if initiallyM1 > M2 (assuming star 1 is the donor star),
as star 1 transfers mass to star 2 and the masses become more equal, the orbital
separation necessarily shrinks. Since the Roche-lobe radius scales roughly with
the separation (with a relatively weak mass dependence; eq.1.3), this also implies
that the Roche-lobe radius of star 1 becomes smaller and thatstar 1 has to shrink
to be just able to fill its Roche lobe. Since this radius will generally be smaller
than the star’s thermal equilibrium radius, this means thatit can no longer remain
in thermal equilibrium. On the other hand, a star taken out ofthermal equilibrium
will try to re-establish thermal equilibrium. In this case,as the equilibrium radius is
larger, it will try to expandagainstthe shrinking Roche lobe. This expansion will
drive more mass across the Roche lobe, indeed generally becomes the main mass-
transfer driving mechanism. Since the expansion occurs on the thermal timescale
of the star,Ṁ can very roughly be estimated asM1/tKH, wheretKH is the thermal
(Kelvin-Helmholtz) timescale of the star. This mode of masstransfer is referred to
asthermal timescale mass transfer.

Once the two masses have equalised andM1 < M2, the orbital separation and
the donor’s Roche lobe start to increase and, after another thermal timescale or
so, the donor will be able to re-establish thermal equilibrium, and subsequently
mass transfer will occur on its nuclear timescale (nuclear driven mass transfer).
Note that the thermal timescale is generally orders of magnitude shorter than the
nuclear timescale. This implies that the mass-transfer rate in the initial phase (with
M1 > M2) will be orders of magnitude larger than in the later nucleardriven phase
and that this early phase ofrapid mass transferwill be concomitantly shorter than
the laterslow mass-transfer phase. This also means that, when one sees a mass-
transferring binary, one is always more likely to observe itin the later slow phase.

Angular momentum loss from the system

There are two main causes of angular momentum loss in a binarythat cause a
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shrinking of the orbit and can drive mass transfer:gravitational radiationandmag-
netic braking.4

Two masses orbiting each other cause a periodic distortion of the spacetime con-
tinuum around them, i.e., generate a gravitational wave. Since a gravitational wave
carries both energy and angular momentum, this means that the binary loses an-
gular momentum. This angular-momentum loss is well described by the standard
formula, directly derived from Einstein’s theory of General Relativity (Landau &
Lifshitz 1959; Faulkner 1971),

d ln JGR

dt
= −

32

5
G3 c5

M1M2(M1 +M2)

A4
, (1.6)

wherec is the speed of light. Gravitational radiation as a mass-driving mechanism
is only important for fairly close systems, with orbital periods∼< 12hr (depending
on the masses of the components).

Magnetic braking, on the other hand, is far less well understand. Any star with
a convective envelope (like the Sun) loses angular momentumdue to the magnetic
coupling of its wind to the rotation of the star. For example,in the case of the
Sun, the solar wind is in co-rotation with the Sun’s rotationup to about 10 stellar
radii. Indeed, the Sun is rotating so slowly because it has been magnetically braked
efficiently in its past. The same will be true if such a star is in a binary, except
that, for a sufficiently close binary, the rotation of one or both components will be
tidally locked to the orbit (i.e., the rotation period is thesame as the orbital period).
Thus, in this case, the angular momentum carried away in the magnetic wind is
ultimately extracted from the binary orbit, not just the rotation of the star, causing
the binary system to shrink.

While there is plenty of evidence that magnetic braking is animportant angular-
momentum loss mechanism in binaries, the details are still quite uncertain. A com-
monly used formula (Verbunt & Zwaan 1981) is

dJMB

dt
= −3.8× 10−30M2R

4ω3dyn cm , (1.7)

where star 2 is the donor star with radiusR andω is its angular rotation speed,
assumed to be synchronised with the orbit. Note that generally magnetic braking
is only included for stars that have convective envelopes, as stars with radiative
envelopes or fully convective stars may not have a magnetic dynamo to produce a
magnetically coupled wind.

4 Another mechanism in principle is the spiralling-in of a binary in a common envelope caused by the friction
with the envelope.
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1.3 Selected Current Topics in Binary Evolution

1.3.1 Key Uncertainties in Modeling Binary Interactions

Despite the success in modeling a wide variety of different types of binary systems
in recent years, there are still major uncertainties in modeling some of the very
basic types of binary interactions. In the following, I willdiscuss some of the major
uncertainties.

The common-envelope phase

Common-envelope (CE) evolution is undoubtedly the least understood binary in-
teraction (see, e.g., Iben & Livio 1993; Taam & Sandquist 2000; Podsiadlowski
2001). It typically involves the spiral-in of a companion star inside the envelope of
a (super-)giant donor star and, in many cases, the ejection of the envelope, trans-
forming an initially wide binary into a very close binary (Paczyński 1976). Most
typically, it occurs when the radius of the mass-losing starexpands more rapidly
than the radius of its Roche lobe, leading todynamical mass transfer. The condi-
tions for the occurrence of dynamical mass transfer are not very well determined.
In BPS simulations, it is still occasionally assumed that mass transfer from a star
with a convective envelope is dynamically unstable if the mass ratioq of the mass
donor to the mass accretor is larger than a critical value≃ 0.7 (this is the appro-
priate value for a fully convective polytropic star). However, this does not take into
account the stabilising effect of the compact core of the giant (e.g., Hjellming &
Webbink 1987), and indeed full binary evolution calculations show that a much
more typical critical mass ratio is 1.2 (1.1 – 1.3), 70 % larger than the commonly
used value (see, e.g., Han et al. 2002). Indeed, there is observational evidence, e.g.,
from the orbital-period distribution of symbiotic binaries, that a common-envelope
phase may lead to drastic mass loss from the system, but without being accompa-
nied by a dramatic spiral-in phase (see§ 1.3.2).

One of the biggest uncertainties in modeling CE evolution isthe condition that
leads to CE ejection. The most commonly used criterion is that the CE is ejected
when the orbital energy times some efficiency factorαCE exceeds the binding en-
ergy of the envelope; but this simple formula involves numerous uncertainties, in
particular, whether the binding energy is estimated from a simple analytic expres-
sion or from realistic envelope structures obtained from calculated stellar models
(e.g., Dewi & Tauris 2000) and whether the ionisation energyshould be included in
the energy balance (see Han et al. 2002 for discussions). Thesimplistic application
of such a criterion can also lead to the violation of energy conservation (by up to
a factor of 10 in some published studies). Moreover, in caseswhere the spiral-in
becomes self-regulated and where all the energy released inthe spiral-in can be
radiated away at the surface of the common envelope (Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister
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1979; Podsiadlowski 2001), an energy criterion is no longerappropriate. Finally, it
is also not clear whether this treatment is applicable to CE phases where the donor
star has a radiative envelope (as may happen when a star starts to fill its Roche lobe
in the Hertzsprung gap). Indeed, it seems more likely that this leads to a friction-
ally driven wind, at least initially, rather than a classical CE phase (Podsiadlowski
2001).

Non-conservative mass transfer

Another major uncertainty in modeling binary evolution is the treatment of non-
conservative mass transfer, in particular the amount of specific angular momentum
that is lost from the system. Different reasonable prescriptions can give very dif-
ferent evolutionary paths. Depending on how angular momentum is lost from the
system, mass transfer can either be stabilising or de-stabilising. Various studies on
classes of particular binaries have shown that mass transfer must often be very non-
conservative: these include classical Algols (van Rensbergen, de Loore & Jansen
2006) and sdB binaries with white-dwarf companions; see§ 1.3.2).

1.3.2 Hot Subdwarfs

Hot subdwarfs, or sdB stars, are helium-core-burning stars, typically with a mass
MsdB ≃ 0.5M⊙, that have lost almost all of their hydrogen-rich envelopesby
mass transfer in a binary system (for detailed recent studies, see Han et al. [2002,
2003]). In order for the mass donor to be able to ignite helium, the progenitor of the
sdB star typically has to fill its Roche lobe near the tip of thefirst red-giant branch.
This can occur either through stable RLOF or in a CE phase. Alternatively, a hot
subdwarf can be produced by the merger of two helium white dwarfs if helium is
ignited in the merger product (see Fig. 1.4 for an overview ofthe various channels).
This single class of binary system therefore on its own illustrates a large variety of
the different types of binary interactions involving a compact component. Since
the evolutionary history of sdB stars is so well defined, theyare particularly suit-
able for testing and constraining binary evolution theory.The studies by Han et al.
(2002, 2003) have been very successful in reproducing the main observed proper-
ties of these systems. There main conclusions were: (1) the three major formation
channels, involving (a) stable RLOF, (b) CE evolution and (c) binary mergers are
expected to be of comparable importance; (2) the orbital period distribution of
short-period sdB binaries (with orbital periods∼< 10d) is well reproduced if the
CE ejection mechanism is very efficient (withαCE > 0.75) and a large fraction
of the recombination energy can be used in the process; (3) inorder to reproduce
the short-period sdB binaries with white-dwarf companions(in the second, unsta-
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Figure 1.4 Binary channels illustrating the formation of hot subdwarfs.Top
panel: Stable Roche-lobe overflow.Bottom panel:CE channels. In addition, a
hot subdwarf may form from the merger of two He white dwarfs (or a He and
HeCO white dwarf).
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ble mass-transfer phase; the bottom left channel in Fig. 1.4), the first mass-transfer
phase has to be stable and very non-conservative.

Since hot subdwarfs are the dominant source of UV light from an old population
in our Galaxy, it is only natural to assume that hot subdwarfsin binaries are also
an important source of UV light in other old populations, such as early-type galax-
ies. Indeed, Han, Podsiadlowski & Lynas-Gray (2007) have shown that the same
binary model that is so successful in our own Galaxy, when applied to early-type
galaxies, can reproduce the UV upturn, a long-standing puzzle in the field, without
any ad hoc assumptions. It also predicts that the UV upturn should develop after an
age of the population of∼ 1Gyr and only show a fairly weak metallicity depen-
dence (although the latter point is still under investigation). This example illustrates
particularly well how important it is to understand the complexities of stellar pop-
ulations in our Galaxy before one can trust the modeling of stellar populations in
other galaxies. It would be unreasonable to assume that the stellar populations in
external galaxies are much simpler than in the Milky Way, a mistake that is, how-
ever, still commonly made.

1.3.3 Binary Mergers

Binary mergers are another topic of major current interest,in particular, since
present and future transient surveys are likely to detect such mergers in real time
(if they have not been done so already; see the case of the optical transient in
M85; Kulkarni et al. 2007). Since a large fraction of the orbital binding energy
is released in a merger, the merger process itself is expected to resemble a faint
supenova (“supernova impostor”), such as the outburst of eta Carinae in the 19th
century. After the merger, the remnant will be a rapidly rotating supergiant, at least
initially rotating near break-up at the equator. This is probably the major chan-
nel for producing B[e] supergiants, which are evolved starsrotating new breakup
which probably cannot be formed via any other ‘reasonable’ single-star channel
(see Podsiadlowski, Morris & Ivanova 2006 for further discussions and details).

In general, binary mergers can occur on a large range of timescales. This de-
pends mainly on the structure of the envelope, in particularthe density profile,
since this determines the friction timescale and hence the spiral-in timescale dur-
ing the spiral-in phase. This immediately implies that different merger types have
to be distinguished depending on whether the envelope is initially convective or
radiative.

In the case ofradiative envelopes, very little mass is contained in the outer low-
density envelope (typically less than 1 % of the total mass inthe outer 50 % or the
radius of the star), but there is a fairly steep density gradient (see Fig. 2 of Podsi-
adlowski 2001). This implies that the frictional luminosity, which is proportional
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to the density, is initially very low, and that there is a longinitial “contact” phase
without significant spiral-in. This phase may last 100s to 1000s of years. Even a
moderate shrinking of the orbit releases enough orbital energy to eject most of the
mass surrounding the binary in a frictionally driven wind. If the mass ratio is suf-
ficiently close to 1, this CE phase may be temporary, and the system may survive
as a semi-detached binary. However, once the immersed companion reaches the
high-density layers of the envelope, the spiral-in accelerates and always runs away,
ultimately occurring on a dynamical timescale (because of the steep density gradi-
ent, envelope expansion can never lead to a self-regulated spiral-in as in the case
of convective envelopes).

In contrast, in aconvective envelopemost of the mass of the envelope is con-
tained in the outer parts of the envelope. Hence a convectiveenvelope tends to have
a much higher density in the outer parts, but a much shallowerdensity gradient (see
Fig. 2 of Podsiadlowski 2001). This implies that the initialspiral-in (after the loss
of co-rotation) is much faster (because of the higher density), but once the enve-
lope has expanded sufficiently the spiral-in can become self-regulated, where the
frictional luminosity is low enough to be completely radiated away at the surface
rather than drive further expansion of the envelope (Meyer &Meyer-Hofmeister
1979). The typical timescale for the spiral-in and merging phase in this case is
100s of years, and we refer to such mergers asslow mergersrather thandynamical
mergers. A third type of merger can occur in dense clusters, where stars can collide
directly to merge incollisional mergers.

A Slow Merger Model for SN 1987A

Probably one of the most interesting cases of a binary mergeris the progenitor
of SN 1987A for which a merger model provides the most likely explanation for
the unusual properties of this supernova (Podsiadlowski, Morris & Ivanova 2007).
However, after the two components in a binary have merged, apart from rapid rota-
tion, there is little direct evidence that the newly formed object once was a binary
system. Arguably the best evidence for the former binary nature of the progen-
itor of SN 1987A stems from the spectacular triple-ring nebula surrounding the
supernova, first discovered with the NTT (Wampler et al. 1990) and best imaged
with the HST (Burrows et al. 1995). All of the material in the ring nebula was
ejected from the progenitor system some∼ 20, 000 yr before the explosion and
provides a unique fingerprint of the dramatic events that occurred at that time (see
the model by Morris & Podsiadlowski 2007). Its almost axi-symmetric, but very
non-spherical structure suggests rotation as an importantphysical ingredient, but
elementary angular-momentum considerations imply that any single massive star
that rotated rapidly on the main sequence could not possiblybe rotating sufficiently
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rapidly as a red supergiant to produce the observed asymmetries. A source of an-
gular momentum is required, most likely in the form of orbital angular momen-
tum that was converted into spin angular momentum during a merger event some
∼ 20, 000 yr before the explosion.

The B[e] Supergiant R4

The B[e] supergiant R4 in the Small Magellanic Cloud provides perhaps the most
convincing evidence that at least some B[e] supergiants arethe results of binary
mergers. The B[e] component has a luminosity ofL ≃ 105 L⊙ and effective tem-
peratureTeff ≃ 27, 000K, and its mass has been estimated to be12M⊙. The B[e]
supergiant is a member of a binary system with an orbital period of 21.3 yr and
the companion is an evolved A supergiant (Zickgraf et al. 1996). Moreover, NTT
spectra suggest that the system is surrounded by a “cloverleaf” or double bi-polar
nebula with a characteristic expansion velocity ofv ∼ 100 km s−1 and a size of
2.4 pc, giving the nebula a dynamical age of104 yr (Pasquali et al. 2000). The com-
position of the nebula is also enriched in nitrogen, suggesting that CNO processed
material has been ejected.

The most puzzling feature of the system is, however, the factthat the more
evolved A supergiant is much less luminous (roughly by a factor of 10) than the
B[e] supergiant, the opposite of what one would expect if thetwo stars formed at
the same time and evolved in isolation. The likely resolution of this Algol-type
paradox (Pasquali et al. 2000) is that the system originallyconsisted of 3 stars,
where the initially most massive component (now the A supergiant) evolved in-
dependently from the other two, but where the other two merged after the second
most massive component evolved off the main sequence, producing a new object
that is more massive and hence more luminous than the original primary, but is
still less evolved. The “cloverleaf” nebula could be a combination of an equatorial
outflow, associated with an outflow from one of the outer Lagrangian points during
the binary contact phase, while the perpendicular structure is the result of a bipolar
outflow ejected during the merger phase (plus any subsequentwind interaction).

Eta Carinae

One of the most spectacular nebulae in our Galaxy is the nebula aroundη Carinae,
which was ejected between 1840 and 1860 in a giant outburst, during which the
luminosity of the system reached a luminosity of almost3 × 107 L⊙. The mass
ejected in the outburst has been estimated to be∼ 10M⊙. Combined with the
measured expansion velocities, this gives the nebula a kinetic energy of∼ 1050 erg
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(Smith et al. 2003). This corresponds to about 10 % of the energy released in a
typical core-collapse supernova, making this a truly remarkable event.

η Car appears to be a member of a relatively wide binary with an orbital period
of 5.5 yr in a very eccentric orbit (with an eccentricitye > 0.6), leading to periodic
X-ray activity when the companion is near periastron. With this relatively long
period, it seems unlikely that the binary companion is responsible for the major
outburst. There is also evidence for a latitude-dependent wind suggesting thatη
Car is rapidly rotating.

If it is indeed true that in the major outburst∼ 10M⊙ were ejected with an en-
ergy of∼ 1050 erg, this would require a very dramatic, dynamical event. Consid-
ering that this energy is comparable to the binding energy ofa massive early-type
supergiant, it seems implausible that this could be caused by an envelope instabil-
ity, which could at most release the binding energy of the outer envelope, which
would be several orders of magnitude less than1050 erg.

All of these facts combined again point in the direction of a merger, quite similar
to the case of R4, where two components in a triple system merged to produce the
outburst in the mid-1800s. This could provide: (1) the energy for the mass ejection;
in a dynamical merger, this is expected to be of the order of the orbital energy of
the spiralling-in star near the point where it is disrupted.This could easily be as
large a∼ 1050 erg. (2) Cause the spin-up of the merger product. (3) Providethe
excess thermal energy that needs to be radiated away after the merger, driving the
post-eruption wind with an inferred wind mass-loss rate of10−3 M⊙ yr−1.

1.3.4 Symbiotic Binaries

A case for quasi-dynamical mass transfer?

Symbiotic binaries, specifically the so-called S-type symbiotics, which contain a
giant donor star transferring mass to typically a white-dwarf companion, provide
a major challenge to our current understanding of binary interactions. In partic-
ular, the orbital-period distribution (∼ 100 − 1400 d; Mikołajewska 2007) can-
not be explained by present BPS models that only involve the stable and unstable
types of mass transfer discussed in§ 1.2. If mass-transfer is unstable, leading to
a CE and spiral-in phase, one would expect – even with the mostoptimistic as-
sumptions about the CE ejection process (Han, Podsiadlowski & Eggleton 1995)
– much shorter orbital periods than the observed ones. In contrast, if mass transfer
is stable, this would generally lead to a widening of the systems. In short, standard
BPS simulations predict a gap in the orbital-period distribution where most of the
S-type symbiotics are actually observed. This problem was first realised by Web-
bink (1986) and since then there have been a number of proposals to resolve this
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problem. Podsiadlowski et al. (1992) proposed a different mode of mass transfer,
quasi-dynamical mass transfer, which has characteristics of both dynamical and
stable mass transfer. The basic idea is that, if the mass ratio is relatively close to 1,
the mass-transfer rate is large enough to lead to a common envelope surrounding
the binary components (similar to what is seen in contact binaries), but without a
significant spiral-in phase. A spiral-in phase is avoided aslong as the envelope re-
mains in co-rotation with the binary since, in this case, there is no friction to drive
the spiral-in. Typically, the envelope remains tidally locked to the binary if the size
of the envelope is less than about twice the orbital separation. During this phase,
one expects that most of the mass lost from the giant is ultimately lost from the
system mainly through one of the outer Lagrangian points. This may even lead to
a circumbinary disc, which itself may tidally couple to the binary and affect the
evolution of the binary orbit (e.g., Spruit & Taam 2001; alsosee Frankowski &
Jorissen 2007; Dermine et al. [in preparation]). Once the mass ratio has reversed
sufficiently, the envelope will recede below the critical Roche potential, and the
subsequent evolution will resemble the case of stable, but most likely still very
non-conservative mass transfer.

Wind Roche-lobe overflow: a new mode of mass transfer

Recent observations of the symbiotic binary Mira (o Ceti) have provided another
example indicating that our present understanding of binary interactions is incom-
plete. Mira is a so-called D-type symbiotic where the donor star is a Mira variable
in a very wide orbit (in the case of Mira, the orbital period has been estimated to
be larger than∼ 1000 yr). One would ordinarily not consider such wide binaries as
interacting binaries (apart perhaps from some low-level ofwind accretion). Never-
theless, X-ray observations by Karovska et al. (2005), which were able to resolve
the Mira donor star (Mira A), appear to show that Mira A is filling its Roche lobe.
Of course, it cannot be the Mira variable itself, as it is a factor of ∼> 10 smaller
than its Roche lobe, but theslow windemanating from it. Mira winds are driven
by the pulsations of the dynamically unstable Mira envelope, but are only acceler-
ated to their terminal speeds at∼ 5 stellar radii, where dust can form and radiation
pressure on the dust can provide the necessary acceleration. If this acceleration re-
gion is comparable to the radius of the Roche lobe, the wind flow itself will feel
the binary potential and can effectively fill the donor star’s Roche lobe. The im-
portance of this new type ofwind Roche-lobe overflow(WRLOF) is that a large
fraction of the wind can be transferred to the companion: themass-transfer rate
may exceed the estimate expected from simple Bondi-Hoyle accretion by up to 2
orders of magnitude. This provides an efficient new mechanism for mass transfer
in fairly wide binaries (which we have started to refer to asCase D mass transfer;
see Podsiadlowski & Mohamed 2007). In addition, since any mass that is lost from
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the system is strongly confined to the orbital plane, producing a disc-like outflow
(or even circumbinary disc), this is also likely to have important implications for
the shaping of asymmetric planetary nebulae.

Case D mass transfer should also be important for massive stars as recent calcu-
lations (Yoon & Cantiello 2010) have shown that massive red supergiants can also
develop dynamically unstable envelopes, e.g., experiencethe ‘Mira’ phenomenon.
Since, in many cases, the consequences of WRLOF are similar to Case C mass
transfer, this may lead to a dramatic expansion of the periodrange for which such
late phases of mass transfer are important.5 This may have major implications for
various types of supernova progenitors (such as the progenitors of Type II-L, IIb
supernovae) and even some binary gamma-ray burst progenitor models, which of-
ten require such late phases of mass transfer. At the moment,we are only at the
beginning of exploring all the consequences of Case D mass transfer.

1.4 Late Stellar Evolution and Supernovae in Binaries

1.4.1 Major Supernova Explosion Mechanisms

Generally speaking, asupernovais the explosion of a star. For at least a few
decades, however, it has been realised that there are (at least) two main supernova
explosion mechanisms:core-collapse supernovaeinvolving the final phase in the
evolution of a massive star andthermonuclear explosions, most likely related to
white dwarfs approaching the Chandrasekhar limit.6

Core-Collapse Supernovae

The evolution of stars and, in particular, massive stars is characterised by an al-
ternation of nuclear burning phases and contraction phases. For a massive star, the
evolution ends when it has developed an iron core, surrounded by onion-like struc-
ture consisting of shells of increasingly lower mean atomicmass. Since iron is the
most stable nucleus (i.e., has the highest nuclear binding energy per baryon), no
more energy can be generated by fusing iron with other nuclei. Therefore, if the
core exceeds the Chandrasekhar mass for iron, there is no longer a cold hydro-
static equilibrium configuration, and the core has to contract/collapse as it cools
and loses its pressure support. While this contraction may start slowly, it soon ac-
celerates because of a number of instabilities, ultimatelyreaching free fall. Most of

5 Note that, for rather massive stars, the orbital period range for Case C mass transfer is very narrow and
disappears completely for the most massive stars.

6 TheChandrasekhar limitdefines the maximum mass at which a zero-temperature, self-gravitating object can
be supported by electron degeneracy pressure. For most compositions of interest, this mass is close to
1.4M⊙.
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the gravitational energy that is released in the collapse isultimately converted into
neutrinos which, at least initially, freely escape from thecore.

This collapse is only stopped once matter reaches nuclear densities (ρnuc) and
the strong force becomes important, providing a sudden repulsive force. Because of
the initial over-compression of the matter, now mainly composed of neutrons, the
core bounces and drives an outward moving shock into the still infalling outer core.
It was once hoped that this shock, which initially carries anenergy of∼ 1051 ergs
could reverse the infall of the outer core into an outflow and drive aprompt explo-
sion. But because of the continued photo-disintegration of the infalling material,
which requires∼ 1051 ergs for0.1M⊙ of Fe, this energy is quickly consumed and
the shock stalls; it is now believed that this can never drivea successful prompt
explosion.

The total energy that is released in the collapse is of order the binding energy of
the neutron star forming at the centre (GM2

NS/RNS ∼ 3× 1053 ergs ≃ 0.1MNSc
2

for MNS ≃ 1.4M⊙ andRNS ≃ 10 km). This is several orders of magnitude more
than the binding energy of the outer core (Ecore ≃ 1051 ergs). However, most of
this energy escapes freely in the form of neutrinos that onlyinteract weakly with
matter. It has remained one of the most enduring unsolved problems in supernova
physics, how a fraction (∼ 1%) of this energy can be deposited just below the
accretion shock and be allowed to accumulate till enough energy is available to
drive an explosion. In the presently favoured model ofdelayed neutrino-driven
explosions(e.g., Mezzacappa et al. 2007; Janka et al. 2007), this may require more
than 500 ms, which is extremely long compared to the dynamical timescale of the
proto-neutron star (∼ 1ms). If this mechanism fails, matter will continue to fall
onto the proto-neutron star and ultimately convert it into ablack hole.

Thermonuclear Explosions

The second important explosion mechanism has nothing to with massive stars, but
is generally believed to occur in accreting CO white dwarfs when their mass ap-
proaches the Chandrasekhar mass. When the CO WD mass reaches∼ 1.37M⊙,
carbon is ignited in or near the centre of the white dwarf. Initially this drives con-
vection in the core, transporting the energy outwards and radiating it away in the
form of neutrinos (this phase of low-level carbon burning, referred to as thesim-
mering phase, can last for up to∼ 103 yr). But, there comes a point when the
core is unable to rid itself of the excess nuclear energy, andthe burning process
becomes explosive. The reason for this nuclear runaway is that the core material
is highly degenerate. This means that the core pressure is independent of temper-
ature. Therefore, a rise in central temperature (due to the carbon burning) does
not produce an increase in pressure which would limit the increase in temperature
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(the valve mechanism that keeps burning in ordinary stars, supported by thermal
pressure, stable). The further increase in temperature increases the nuclear burn-
ing further, producing a runaway process which incineratesa large fraction of the
white dwarf and ultimately destroys it completely. In the case of a thermonuclear
explosion, unlike the case of core collapse, no remnant is expected, and the energy
source is purely nuclear energy (∼ 1051 ergs). The fact that the energy in the two
types of explosion is comparable (∼ 1051 ergs) is not a coincidence, since, in both
cases, the energy scale is set by the binding energy of the core (the CO core in the
case of the thermonuclear explosion, and the binding energyof the outer Fe core
in the core-collapse case); they are comparable as both are ultimately determined
by the same physics of electron degeneracy, which determines the immediate pre-
supernova structure.

In the ensuing explosion, a large fraction of the white dwarfis burned, in the in-
ner part completely tonuclear statistical equilibrium(NSE), which means mainly
to iron-group elements, mostly56Ni, and incompletely further out, producing mainly
intermediate-mass elements, such as28Si and32S. The radioactive56Ni will subse-
quently decay to56Co (with a half life of 7 d), powering the supernova lightcurve,
and ultimately to56Fe (with a half life of 77 d). A typical supernova of this type
produces∼ 0.7M⊙ of 56Fe; hence these supernovae are believed to be the dom-
inant producers of iron in the Universe. Since most of them produce very similar
amounts of radioactive56Ni, the resulting supernova lightcurves are quite simi-
lar, which means that they can be used as standard cosmological distance candles
(strictly speaking ‘standardisable’ distance candles).

Unlike core-collapse supernovae, the physics of thermonuclear explosions is
reasonably well understood. One of the lingering uncertainties is how the carbon
burning front, which starts as adeflagration(i.e., a sub-sonic burning front), is ac-
celerated into adetonation(i.e., a super-sonic burning front), which seems to be
favoured by observations for the majority of thermonuclearexplosions.

The main uncertainty, even controversy, is the question of their progenitors, the
type of stellar systems in which a CO white dwarf can grow towards the Chan-
drasekhar mass. I will return to this issue in more detail later.

1.4.2 Supernova Classification

The basic classification of supernovae is quite simple: theyare classified as Type I
or Type II supernovae, depending on whether they have hydrogen lines in the spec-
trum (Type II) or lack hydrogen lines (Type I). For a long time, it was thought that
these two observational classes may have a one-to-one relation to the two explo-
sion mechanisms discussed in the last section, core collapse supernovae (Type II)
and thermonuclear explosions (Type I), respectively. However, over the last three
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decades is has become clear that this is not the case and that,in principle, both
explosion types could come in both observational varieties. As a consequence, the
basic classification has become much more complex, requiring the introduction of
more and more sub-types.

Main Classification Scheme

The thermonuclear explosion of a CO white dwarf is now believed to be associ-
ated with aType Ia supernova(SN Ia). These supernovae have no hydrogen, but
strong Si lines. Si and also S are intermediate-mass nuclei which are produced in
abundance in the part of an exploding white dwarf that does not burn completely
to NSE; hence, this provides a very characteristic signature for a thermonuclear
explosion.

In addition to SNe Ia, there are two other sub-types of Type I supernovae, Type Ib
and Type Ic. These types are also defined on the basis of their spectroscopic char-
acteristics, both lack hydrogen, butType Ib supernovae(SNe Ib) show He lines,
while Type Ic supernovae(SNe Ic) lack both H and He lines. Unlike SNe Ia, they
produce fairly little56Ni and are found predominantly in or near star-forming re-
gion and are therefore believed to be connected with core-collapse supernovae, i.e.,
the explosion of massive stars that have lost their H-rich envelopes and, in the case
of SNe Ic, their He-rich layers as well.7

There are also several different sub-types of Type II supernovae. Unlike SNe
I, they are not defined by their spectroscopic properties butby their lightcurves,
i.e., their luminosity, measured in a particular waveband (typically B or V ) as
a function of time. The lightcurves ofType II-P supernovae(SNe II-P), where
the ‘P’ stands for “plateau”, show a long phase, lasting up to∼ 100d, where the
lightcurve is constant (theplateauphase). Their progenitors are most likely mas-
sive red supergiants (with a typical mass∼

< 20M⊙) that experience core collapse.
The second, much less common variety,Type II-L supernovae(SNe II-L), do not
show this plateau but their luminosity drops off more or lesslinearly (on a log-
arithmic scale) after the lightcurve peak (hence the letter‘L’ for “linear”). These
are almost certainly also core-collapse supernovae, but inthis case, the progenitors
must have already lost a large fraction of their H-rich envelopes.

7 It is presently not entirely clear how much He could be present in a SN Ic. Since He is generally
non-thermally excited, it requires the presence of a sourceof energetic photons, e.g., from the radioactive
decay of56Ni. If the He layer is shielded from this radioactive source,it is possible in principle to hide
significant amounts of He.
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Complications

Unfortunately, there are many complications going beyond this simple scheme.
The progenitor of supernova 1987A (SN 87A) had a large H-richenvelope, but did
not have an extended plateau phase, and therefore SN 87A defines a new class of
its own. Other supernovae appear to change their type. Supernova 1993J initially
looked like a type II supernova, but soon transformed into a supernova resembling
a SN Ib. As a consequence, this supernova type is now referredto as aType IIb su-
pernova(SN IIb). Other sub-types are not directly related to a particular supernova
mechanism, but to a supernova-related phenomenon. For example,Type IIn super-
novaestand for supernovae that show narrow H lines (Hα) in emission. This must
come from H-rich material in the immediate neighbourhood ofthe supernova, most
likely ejected by the progenitor in the not-too-distant past, that was flash-ionised
by the first light from the supernova. This is not necessarilyrelated to a particu-
lar explosion type; it just implies a particular mass-loss history of the progenitor.
In a more extreme version, there may be so much material around the exploding
star that the supernova ejecta are rapidly slowed down by theinteraction with this
material, converting kinetic energy into thermal energy and ultimately radiation.
In this case, the lightcurve shape itself is determined by this interaction with the
circumstellar material. Supernovae that show evidence forsuch interactions are
sometimes referred to asType IIa supernovae(SNe IIa), though how this fits into
the overall supernova scheme and, in particular its relation to SNe IIb, lacks any
obvious logic.

Indeed, as this previous discussion shows, the supernova classification scheme
has become too complicated and convoluted to be very useful.In fact, sometimes
even supernova experts get confused. The problem is that themain scheme is a
discrete one, while the supernova properties clearly vary in a continuous manner.
Indeed a lot of the diversity of supernova sub-types can be understood as a sequence
of increased mass loss

Thus, the whole sequence

SN II-P→ SN II-L → SN IIb → SN Ib→ SN Ic

appears to be a sequence of increased envelope loss, first of the H-rich envelope
and then the He-rich layer. The immediate physical questionis what causes this
mass loss. While stellar winds may play an important role in some cases, binary
interactions are almost certainly even more important, since a large fraction, if not
the majority, of all massive stars are in relatively close binaries where the compo-
nents can interact directly (e.g., by mass transfer causingmass loss, mass accretion
and, in the most extreme case, by the complete merger of the binary components
[Podsiadlowski, Joss & Hsu 1992]). These interactions particularly affect the enve-
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lope properties of the massive progenitors and hence help todetermine the shapes
of the resulting lightcurves.

1.4.3 The Progenitors of Type Ia Supernovae

Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) have been very successfully usedas standardisable
distance candles and have provided the first indication for an accelerating Universe
(Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999). Their use as distance candles relies on
the empirical fact that SN Ia lightcurves appear to form a one-parameter family
and that there is a relationship between the supernova peak luminosity and the
lightcurve width, referred to as the ‘Phillips relation’ (Phillips 1993), which can be
used to infer the peak luminosity and hence the distance. In recent years there has
been increasing evidence that not all SNe Ia obey this relation and there is even
some evidence that a subset of SNe Ia have progenitors with a mass exceeding the
Chandrasekhar mass (e.g., Howell et al. 2006). Indeed, the nature of the progen-
itors of SNe Ia is still controversial, and the link between progenitor models and
explosion models is presently one of the weakest points in our understanding of
SNe Ia.

There is now broad agreement that most SNe Ia are caused by a thermonuclear
explosion of a CO white dwarf when its mass approaches the Chandrasekhar mass.
At this point, carbon is ignited in the electron-degeneratecore. This causes a ther-
monuclear runaway, leading to the incineration of a large fraction of the white
dwarf and ultimately its complete destruction. Unlike the case of a core-collapse
supernova, the energy causing the SN Ia explosion (∼ 1051 erg) is entirely nuclear
energy, and no compact remnant is expected.

What is still uncertain and is indeed controversial is the evolution that pro-
duces these Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarfs. The most popular progenitor mod-
els fall broadly into two classes, the single-degenerate (SD) model and the double-
degenerate (DD) model.

The Single-Degenerate Model

In the SD model, the white dwarf grows in mass by accreting from a non-degenerate
companion star (Whelan & Iben 1973; Nomoto 1982), where the companion star
can either be a main-sequence star, a helium star, a subgiantor even a giant. The
main problem with this class of models is that it is generallydifficult to increase the
mass of a white dwarf by accretion: if the mass-accretion rate is too low, this causes
nova explosions and/or helium flashes (Nomoto 1982) which may eject most of the
accreted mass. If the mass-accretion rate is too high, most of the transferred mass
must be lost in a disc wind to avoid a merger of the binary, again leading to a low
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accretion efficiency. There is only a very narrow parameter range where a white
dwarf can accrete hydrogen-rich material and burn in a stable manner. This pa-
rameter range may be increased if differential rotation affects the accretion process
(Yoon & Langer 2004). One promising channel that has been identified in recent
years relates them to supersoft X-ray sources (van den Heuvel et al. 1992). How-
ever, it is not clear whether this channel produces a sufficient number of systems
to explain the observed SN Ia rate in our Galaxy (∼ 3 × 10−3 yr−1; Cappellaro
& Turatto 1997; for further discussion see, e.g., Han & Podsiadlowski 2004; Fe-
dorova, Yungelson & Tutukov 2004). On the plus side, a numberof binary systems
are known that are excellent candidates for SN Ia progenitors: U Sco, RS Oph and
TCrB all contain white dwarfs that are already close to the Chandrasekhar mass,
where the latter two systems are symbiotic binaries containing a giant companion
(see Hachisu et al. 1999 for a discussion of this channel). However, in none of these
cases is it clear whether the massive white dwarf is a CO or an ONeMg white dwarf
(the latter is not expected to produce a SN Ia).

The Double-Degenerate Model

In contrast to the SD model, the DD model (Iben & Tutukov 1984;Webbink 1984)
involves the merger of two CO white dwarfs with a combined mass in excess of
the Chandrasekhar mass. This model has the advantage that the theoretically pre-
dicted merger rate is quite high (see, e.g., Yungelson et al.1994; Han et al. 1995;
Nelemans et al. 2001), consistent with the observed SN Ia rate and probably the
observed number of DD systems discovered by the SPY survey (Napiwotzki et
al. 2002). The main problem with this scenario is that it seems more likely that
the disruption of the lighter white dwarf and the accretion of its debris onto the
more massive one leads to the transformation of the surviving CO white dwarf into
an ONeMg white dwarf which subsequently collapses to form a neutron star (i.e.,
undergoes accretion-induced collapse) rather than experiencing a thermonuclear
explosion (e.g., Nomoto & Iben 1985).

Recently, Yoon, Podsiadlowski & Rosswog (2007) modelled the expected post-
merger evolution after a double-degenerate CO merger. Theyfound that the imme-
diate post-merger product was a low-entropy core, the initially more massive CO
white dwarf, surrounded by a high-entropy envelope and an accretion disc (from
the disrupted lower-mass object). Following the thermal and angular-momentum
evolution of the merger product, they showed that the evolution is controlled by
neutrino losses at the bottom of the envelope and that, despite the very high core
accretion rate, carbon ignition could be avoided under somecircumstances. More
generally, they concluded that the merger could lead to a thermonuclear explosion
if two main conditions are satisfied: (1) carbon ignition must be avoided during the
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merging process and (2) the mass accretion rate from the surrounding disc must be
less than∼ 10−5 M⊙ yr−1.

Thus, there may be some parameter range where the conversioninto an ONeMg
white dwarf can be avoided (also see Piersanti et al. 2003). This raises the possi-
bility that more than one channel may lead to a SN Ia, perhaps explaining part
of the observed diversity. Interestingly, in the context ofsupersoft sources, the
time that elapses between the merger of two CO white dwarfs and the actual su-
pernova is∼ 105 yr, and, during this phase, the merged object would look like
a supersoft source without a companion star (withT ≃ 0.5 − 1 × 106 K and
LX ≃ 1037ergs s−1), which could provide a potential test for this channel (Voss
& Nelemans 2008).

Observational Tests of SN Ia Progenitor Models

The detection of circumstellar material

Marietta et al. (2000) simulated the interaction of the supernova ejecta with the
companion star and showed that a significant fraction of the envelope of the com-
panion (∼ 10 − 20% for a main-sequence star or subgiant) is stripped from the
companion and mixed with the supernova ejecta. Since this material is likely to be
dominated by hydrogen (at least in the classical supersoft channel), this should then
lead to easily detectable hydrogen emission lines in the nebular phase of the super-
nova. To date, with the exception of some extremely unusual supernovae (e.g., SN
2002ic; Hamuy et al. 2003), no hydrogen has ever been detected in a normal SN
Ia. Indeed, the present lowest upper limits (less than∼ 0.01 − 0.02M⊙; Leon-
hard 2007) now provide a strong constraint on the supersoft model, since these
limits are not consistent with the Marietta predictions. However, it now seems that
the amount of stripping in the original Marietta calculations may have been signifi-
cantly overestimated and that it is substantially smaller if realistic stellar models for
the companion are employed, marginally compatible with theobservational limits
(Pakmor et al. 2008; also see Meng, Chen & Han 2007).

More encouragingly, Patat et al. (2007) recently found somedirect evidence for
circumstellar material in a normal SN Ia, SN 2006X. They observed a variation of
Na lines immediately after the supernova which they interpreted as arising from
the ionisation and subsequent recombination of Na in circumstellar material. This
strongly favours a SD progenitor for this supernova, but at present only about10−
20% of SNe Ia show this behaviour and the interpretation is not unambiguous.

Detecting surviving SN Ia companions

One of the most direct ways of confirming the SD model would be the discovery of
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the surviving companion that is now a runaway star moving away from the centre
of a supernova remnant. Indeed, Ruiz-Lapuente et al. (2004)have claimed to have
identified such a companion in the Tycho supernova remnant, aG2IV star with
a high peculiar velocity. While such a star is consistent with the SD model, this
claim is still quite controversial. Most importantly, the rapid rotation predicted by
this model, assuming that the companion is co-rotating withthe orbit at the time of
the explosion, is not observed (Kerzendorf et al. 2009). This does not yet rule out
that this star is the surviving companion, as there is an alternative model in which
the star is a stripped, slowly rotating red giant, but this isnot apriori very likely.

1.4.4 Binary Evolution and the Final Fate of Massive Stars

While it has been clear for many years that binary interactions strongly affect the
structures of stellar envelopes, both by mass loss and by mass accretion, and hence
are likely to be a major cause for the observed diversity of supernova sub-types, it
has only recently become clear that they can also alter the core evolution and, in
fact, the final fate of a star. Generically, one expects that,if mass loss/accretion oc-
curs during an early evolutionary phase, the core continuesto evolve subsequently
like a less or more massive star. However, this is not true if mass loss occurs after
the main-sequence phase.

Black Hole or Neutron Star?

If a star loses its envelope after hydrogen core burning, butbefore helium ignition
(or early during helium core burning; i.e., experiences Case B mass transfer), the
evolution of the core can be drastically altered. Because ofthe lack of a H-burning
shell, the convective core does not grow during helium core burning, and stars end
up with much smaller CO and ultimately iron cores (Brown et al. 1999, 2001).
Indeed, because of this, such H-deficient stars formed in binaries as a result of
Case B mass transfer, with initial masses as high as 50/60M⊙ (the exact limit
depends on the Wolf-Rayet mass-loss rate), are expected to end their evolution as
neutron stars rather than as black holes (Brown et al. 2001),the expected fate for
their single-star counterparts. Single stars only become Wolf-Rayet stars if their
initial mass is larger than∼ 25 − 35M⊙ (again dependent on the exact mass-
loss rate). This is larger than the initial mass where singlestars are believed to
produce black holes (∼ 20 − 25M⊙; e.g., Fryer & Kalogera 2001). Since the
formation of a slowly rotating black hole is not apriori expected to be associated
with a bright supernova (as the whole star can just collapse into a black hole), this
has the important implication that all normal H-deficient core-collapse supernovae
(SNe Ib/Ic) may require a close binary companion.
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Electron-Capture Supernovae

Another mass range where binary interactions can drastically change the final fate
of a massive star is near the minimum mass for stars to explodeas supernovae
(around7M⊙, where the exact value depends on the amount of convective over-
shooting and the metallicity of the star). Single stars in this mass range experience
a second dredge-up phase when they ascend the asymptotic giant branch (AGB),
where a large fraction of the H-exhausted core is dredged up and mixed with the en-
velope. This reduces the core mass at the end of the AGB phase;as a consequence,
single stars as massive as 10/11M⊙ probably produce ONeMg white dwarfs rather
than a supernova. In contrast, if such stars lose their H-rich envelopes due to a bi-
nary interaction before reaching the AGB, they end up with much larger He cores
and are likely to produce an electron-capture (e-capture) supernova.

An e-capture supernova occurs in a very degenerate ONeMg core, long before
an iron core has developed, and is triggered by the sudden capture of electrons onto
Ne nuclei taking away the hydrostatic support provided by the degenerate electrons
(Nomoto 1984). This occurs at a characteristic density (∼ 4.5 × 109g cm−3; Pod-
siadlowski et al. 2005), which can be related to a critical pre-collapse mass for the
ONeMg core of∼ 1.37M⊙.

A Dichotomous Scenario for Neutron-Star Formation and Neutron-Star Kicks

The post-collapse (i.e., neutron-star [NS]) mass of an e-capture supernova depends
on the equation of state for matter at nuclear density, but has been estimated to be
close to 1.25M⊙ (Podsiadlowski et al. 2005). This is significantly lower than the
NS mass from iron core collapse (∼ 1.35M⊙). Indeed, Schwab, Podsiadlowski
& Rappaport (2010) analysed the NS mass distribution of pulsars with very well
determined masses and found a bimodal NS mass distribution with a sharp peak at
the e-capture mass of 1.25M⊙ and a broader distribution around 1.35M⊙, lending
further support for two NS formation channels.

This also has important implications for neutron-star birth kicks. It has long been
known that young pulsars have rather high space velocities.The interpretation of
these high velocities is that they must have received a largekick when they were
born in the supernova because of an asymmetry in the explosion mechanism. In
the most recent study of pulsar birth kicks, Hobbs et al. (2005) found that the na-
tal kick distribution is well approximated by a Gaussian kick distribution with a
velocity dispersion of 265 km s−1, with no evidence for a low-velocity tail in the
distribution. On the other hand, there has been mounting evidence that not all neu-
tron stars receive large kicks at birth (e.g., the eccentricity distribution of Be X-ray
binaries [Pfahl et al. 2002b]; the problem of pulsar retention in globular clusters
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[Pfahl, Rappaport & Podsiadlowski 2002a and references therein] and the proper-
ties of the double pulsar, J0737–3039 [Podsiadlowski et al.2005]). It is tempting
to associate the two NS formation channels with different pulsar kick distribu-
tions (Podsiadlowski et al. 2004a; also see van den Heuvel 2004). Since, in an
e-capture supernova, the whole core collapses, it is relatively easy to eject the rest
of the loosely bound envelope. This probably leads to a “fast” supernova explosion,
where the instabilities in the accretion shock that are presently the best candidates
for the origin of supernova kicks (Blondin & Mezzacappa 2006, 2007; Foglizzo
et al. 2007) did not have time to develop. Indeed, since e-capture supernovae are
expected to occur mainly in binary systems (since, as discussed above, a binary
may be required to prevent the second dredge-up; Podsiadlowski et al. 2004a), this
would also naturally explain why there is no evidence for low-kick neutron stars in
the single pulsar population.

1.4.5 Hypernovae and Gamma-Ray Bursts

In the late 90s it was realised that, in addition to the normalcore-collapse and
thermonuclear explosions, there are more energetic supernovae with an energy
output∼> 1052 ergs, i.e., they are at least 10 times as energetic as a normalsu-
pernova. These are now often referred to ashypernovaewith the proto-type being
SN 1998bw (Iwamoto et al. 1998). Interestingly, at least some of the hypernovae
are associated with long-duration gamma-ray bursts (LGRBs), the most powerful
explosive events known in the Universe. On the other hand, the nature of their pro-
genitors is almost completely unknown. It is clear that LGRBs are relatively rare
events (see Podsiadlowski et al. 2004b and references therein). After correcting
for beaming, the LGRB rate in a typical galaxy like ours is∼ 10−5 yr−1, where
the estimate has an uncertainty of about an order of magnitude. This rate is in fact
comparable to the hypernova rate (Podsiadlowskiet al. 2004b). This rate implies
that less than about 1 in 1000 core-collapse supernovae produces a LGRB and
that the production of a LGRB requires some special circumstances; i.e., the pro-
genitors cannot just be more massive single star, but stars that are unusual in some
respects, e.g., because of a combination of low-metallicity and rapid rotation (Yoon
& Langer 2005; Woosley & Heger 2006), or because of binary evolution effects,
as I will discuss now.

In the presently favoured collapsar model (Woosley 1993; MacFadyen & Woosley
1999), a LGRB is triggered by the collapse of a rapidly rotating massive core. In
order for the collapse to proceed via a disc phase, the specific angular momentum
in the core has to be larger than a few1016 cm2 s−1. In the case of a single star, this
requires that the star for some reason has not been spun down during its evolution,
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the normal fate for most massive star. Alternatively, in a binary scenario it may
have been spun up by various binary processes.

Tidal Spin-Up Models

In many respects the simplest binary process that can produce a rapidly rotating
helium star is tidal spin up since, in a tidally locked binary, a star can be spun up
(or down) until its spin angular velocity is equal to the orbital angular velocity (e.g.,
Izzard et al. 2004). Simple angular-momentum estimates suggest that this requires
an orbital period shorter than∼ 10hr (Podsiadlowski et al. 2004b). In practise,
this means that the companion is most likely a compact object(a neutron star or
a black hole). Such systems are indeed observed; for example, the X-ray binary
Cygnus X-3 contains a Wolf-Rayet star in orbit with a neutronstar or black hole
(van Kerkwijk et al. 1992). In the case of Cygnus X-3, it is notclear whether the
Wolf-Rayet star will ultimately collapse to form a black hole and produce a LGRB.
Nevertheless, similar systems that produce a black hole arelikely to exist, indeed
with a rate compatible with the LGRB rate.

Detmers et al. (2006) have recently modelled the evolution of such systems and,
in particular, the spin-up evolution of the companion star.Indeed, they found that
tidal spin-up of the core is possible. However, they also showed that, at solar metal-
licity, the expected strong wind from the Wolf-Rayet star leads to a significant
widening of the binary and the ultimatespin-downof the companion. As a con-
sequence, this channel is only likely to work at low metallicity when the wind
mass-loss rate is expected to be much lower.

In cases where the Wolf-Rayet companion filled its Roche lobe, Detmers et al.
(2006) found that it was then likely that the Wolf-Rayet starwould merge com-
pletely with the compact companion, quite similar to another LGRB model, pro-
posed originally by Fryer & Woosley (1999).

Merger Models

Most binary models for LGRBs proposed to date involve the merger of two stars.
This is a particularly efficient way for convertingorbital angular momentum into
spinangular momentum. A variety of different types of binary mergers can be dis-
tinguished depending on the nature of the components and thecause of the merg-
ing.

The most widely discussed merger models consider the merging of two com-
pact cores inside a common envelope (e.g., Fryer & Woosley 1998; Fryer & Heger
2006), where one of the cores can already be a compact star (e.g., a neutron star
or a black hole). One of the most interesting cases involves the merger of the non-
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Figure 1.5 Schematic illustration of the process of explosive common-envelope
ejection. The H-rich stream from the Roche-lobe-filling immersed companion
penetrates deep into the core of the primary, mixing hydrogen into the helium-
burning shell. This leads to a thermonuclear runaway ejecting the helium shell
and the hydrogen-rich envelope. (From Podsiadlowski et al.2010.)

degenerate cores of two massive stars. This occurs when the initial masses of the
binary components are very close (typically within∼ 5– 10 %) and both stars al-
ready have a compact core at the time of the binary interaction, leading to adouble-
corecommon-envelope phase (as first discussed by Brown 1995; also see Dewi et
al. 2006). Statistically, it is more likely that the initially more massive star has al-
ready developed a CO core while the less massive star has a less evolved He core.
When the two cores merge, this will lead to a rapidly rotatingobject consisting of
a CO core with a helium envelope. Since the merging process isdriven by friction
within the common hydrogen-rich envelope, it is not entirely clear how the merger
can proceed to its conclusion and still eject the hydrogen-rich envelope completely
at the same time.

Explosive Common-Envelope Ejection

A rather different route to a LGRB was discovered by N. Ivanova (Ivanova 2002;
Podsiadlowski et al. 2010) when studying the slow merger of two massive stars
after helium core burning (i.e., involving Case C mass transfer). This evolution
occurs when mass transfer from a red supergiant to a less massive companion is
unstable. This leads to a common-envelope phase where the secondary spirals-in
inside the envelope of the original supergiant. At some stage during this spiral-in,
the immersed companion itself will fill its Roche lobe and start to transfer mass to
the core of the supergiant (as illustrated in Fig. 1.5). Mostimportantly the stream
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emanating from the secondary, which initially is mainly composed of hydrogen-
rich material, can penetrate deep into the helium core of thesupergiant, eroding it
in the process (Ivanova & Podsiadlowski 2003).

If the initial mass ratio of the binary is relatively large, it can happen that, at some
point during the merging process, the H-rich material from the secondary is mixed
into the hot helium-burning shell (with a temperature of a few 108 K). This leads to
a nuclear runaway and the rapid expansion and ultimately theejection of the He-
rich shell and with it of the total H-rich envelope. This mechanism of ‘explosive’
merging provides a new mechanism for ejecting a common envelope. Unlike the
standard case (Paczyński 1976), where the ejection energyis orbital energy, the
energy source here is nuclear energy. In order to eject the envelope in a typical
case, only a few % of a solar mass of H-rich material has to be burned, less than
found in the actual calculations. Explosive common-envelope ejection provides a
new mechanism for CE ejection that can operate even when the orbital energy
is insufficient to eject the envelope otherwise. The stream penetrates particularly
deep into the core when the entropy of the secondary is low. This favours relatively
low-mass companions with masses less than∼ 3M⊙.

In the context of LGRBs, one implication is that this processpredictsthat both
the hydrogen envelope and the helium-rich layer are ejectedand that the final prod-
uct is a pure CO core, consistent with the constraint that allLGRB-related super-
novae to date are of Type Ic. Furthermore, the CO core is moderately spun up in
the phase where the stream interacts with the helium core (i.e., beforethe explo-
sive phase). In our calculations, the final specific angular momentum of the core
was∼ 1016 cm2 s−1, consistent with the angular-momentum requirement in the
collapsar model. Simple estimates for the rate of this channel suggest a rate of
∼ 10−6 yr−1, which would be somewhat too low to explain the total local LGRB
rate; but this rate is expected to be higher at lower metallicity, where there is a
larger orbital-period range for Case C mass transfer, and itcould be much higher if
Case D mass, as discussed in§ 1.3.4, also contributes to this channel.

1.5 Low- and Intermediate-Mass X-Ray Binaries and the Formation
of Millisecond Pulsars

Generically, X-ray binaries are binary systems where a startransfer matter either by
Roche-lobe overflow or a stellar wind to a compact companion star, which typically
is a neutron star or a black hole. Traditionally, X-ray binaries are divided into two
classes, low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs; with donor masses∼< 1.5M⊙), the
topic of this section and high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs; with donor masses∼>

10M⊙), the topic of the next section. As I will discuss later, manyof the so-called
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LMXBs most likely descended from systems where the donor star had an initial
mass of1.5 − 4.5M⊙, i.e., they really involve intermediate-mass X-ray binaries
(IMXBs); I will therefore refer to these in this section collectively as L/IMXBs.

The detailed observational properties and their accretionprocesses of L/IMXBs
and HMXBs are discussed in detail in other chapters of these proceedings. Here I
would just like to comment on a common mis-conception considering the differ-
ent Galactic space distributions of L/IMXBs and HMXBs. Superficially, they ap-
pear to be very different: HMXBs are found very close to the Galactic disc, while
L/IMXBs have a much broader Galactic latitude distribution; they are therefore of-
ten referred to as “bulge sources”, and it has even been argued that the majority
may have been ejected from globular clusters. However, thisis almost certainly not
the case. The main difference between these two classes is the difference in kick
velocity these systems receive when the neutron star is bornand the subsequent
lifetime of the system. As discussed in§ 1.4, most neutron stars are believed to
receive a large kick when they are born in a supernova. In fact, in many cases, the
binary system may become unbound as a consequence. In cases where the system
remains bound, a binary with a low-mass companion will receive a largersystemic
kick than a binary with a high-mass companion (assuming the same NS kick mo-
mentum). In addition, because of the longer lifetime, the X-ray binary with the
low-mass companion will live longer and hence be able to travel further away from
the Galactic plane than a system with a high-mass companion and a much shorter
lifetime. Brandt & Podsiadlowski (1995) modelled the Galactic space distribution
of LMXBs and HMXBs and showed that, assuming they are all bornin the Galactic
plane and adopting the same NS kick distribution for both cases, they could per-
fectly reproduce the observed space distributions of both classes without the need
for invoking different initial populations.

1.5.1 L/IMXBs Formation Scenarios

L/IMXBs are typically rather bright X-ray sources (withLX > 1036ergs s−1) and
can be seen throughout the Galaxy. There are only about 200 bright L/IMXBs;
this already indicates that they must be rather rare objects. Indeed, the formation
of an L/IMXB requires a couple of rather improbable steps. Since the typical or-
bital separation in an L/IMXBs is0.1 − 10R⊙, much smaller than the size of the
NS progenitor, this implies that their formation requires aCE and spiral-in phase.
However, in the case of an LMXB, this implies that the orbitalenergy released in
the spiral-in of the low-mass companion inside the envelopeof the NS progenitor
has to be enough to eject a rather massive envelope. This is energetically challeng-
ing and implies that, in most cases, such binaries are likelyto merge completely.
Only, if the NS progenitor is a very extended red supergiant at the beginning of
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mass transfer (with a low envelope binding energy) can a low-mass star eject the
supergiant’s envelope. Even if the system has passed this first hurdle, it still has to
survive the supernova in which the neutron star is born. Since generally more than
half the total mass of the system is ejected in the supernova,most systems with low-
mass companions are likely to be disrupted in the supernova.On the other hand,
systems that receive a supernova kick in the right direction(against their orbital
motion) have a higher probability of remaining bound (e.g.,Brandt & Podsiad-
lowski 1995). These constraints are less severe for intermediate-mass companions,
strongly favouring them in BPS studies (Pfahl, Rappaport & Podsiadlowski 2003).

L/IMXBs in globular clusters

It has long been known that the number of L/IMXBs per unit massis much larger
in globular clusters (GCs) than in the Galaxy, implying a formation rate (per unit
stellar mass) that is a factor of∼ 20 larger in the GC population and suggesting
different formation channels. Indeed, since the stellar densities in GCs are so high,
this suggestsdynamicalformation channels as the explanation for the higher rate.

The dynamical formation process that has been studied the longest involves the
tidal captureof a star by a passing neutron star (Fabian, Pringle & Rees 1975). If
a neutron star comes close to a normal star, it induces tidal oscillations in its en-
velope. The energy of these oscillations is taken from the relative orbital energy of
the two stars. Therefore, if the encounter is close enough (the neutron star typically
has to come within∼ 3 stellar radii), enough energy can be taken out of the orbit
to change the relative orbit from an unbound orbit to a bound orbit, i.e., produce a
bound NS binary.

The encounter of a neutron star with a pre-existing binary ina globular cluster
could be an even more efficient process for producing a NS binary (see, e.g., Davies
1995). This leads to a complicated 3-body interaction, the most likely outcome of
which is the ejection of the lightest component of the unstable triple, typically one
of the stars in the initial binary, leaving the NS with a new companion. Even though
primordial binary systems in globular clusters may be relatively rare, the cross sec-
tion for a 3-body interaction is the orbital separation of the initial binary, which can
be much larger than the cross section required for a tidal capture. Note, however,
that this process is likely to produce relatively wide NS binaries. Whether tidal cap-
ture or 3-body (and possibly even 4-body) interactions are the dominant formation
for L/IMXBs in globular clusters is still the source of much current debate.

1.5.2 The Origin of Millisecond Pulsars

Among the population of radio pulsars, there are∼ 200 radio pulsars with very
short spin periods (as short as 1.4 ms) and relatively weak magnetic fields (∼<
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109 G). Unlike the bulk of the normal radio pulsar population, the majority of these
are found in binary systems. It is generally believed that these are recycled pulsars
which achieved their short spin periods by accretion of massand angular momen-
tum from a companion star (see, e.g., Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991).

However, it has also now been established for more than two decades (Ruderman
et al. 1989) that the standard model, where their evolution is considered similar to
the evolution of cataclysmic variables (CVs; systems similar to LMXBs but where
the compact object is a white dwarf), cannot explain some of the main observed
characteristics of L/IMXBs.

Problems with the Standard Model

Two of the main problems with the standard model for LMXBs (e.g., Ruderman
et al. 1989; Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991) are that it cannot explain their
distributions of orbital periods (which is qualitatively different from the CV distri-
bution) and X-ray luminosities. The typical luminosities,and hence mass-transfer
rates, appear to be about an order of magnitude larger than the standard model
predicts. A further problem with the standard model, referred to as the ‘birthrate’
problem for ms pulsars, is that the birthrate of LMXBs appears to be a factor of 10
to 100 lower than the birthrate of ms pulsars both in the Galactic disc (Kulkarni &
Narayan 1988; Johnston & Bailes 1991) and in globular clusters (Fruchter & Goss
1990; Kulkarni, Narayan & Romani 1990).

1.5.3 The Case of Cyg X-2: the Importance of Intermediate-Mass X-ray
Binaries

Until about a decade ago, intermediate-mass X-ray binaries(IMXBs) had received
fairly little attention (see, however, Pylyser & Savonije 1988, 1989). This changed
with several new developments. First, Davies & Hansen (1998) studying dynam-
ical interactions in globular clusters found that IMXBs aremuch easier to form
dynamically than LMXBs and speculated that these IMXBs, which do not exist
in globular clusters at the present epoch, might be the progenitors of the observed
millisecond (ms) pulsars rather than the presently observed LMXBs.

The second development was a re-assessment of the evolutionary status of the X-
ray binary Cyg X-2. Spectroscopic observations of Cyg X-2 byCasares, Charles &
Kuulkers (1998) combined with the modeling of the ellipsoidal light curve (Orosz
& Kuulkers 1999) showed that the secondary in Cyg X-2 was a low-mass star of
∼ 0.6 ± 0.13M⊙ that was much hotter and almost a factor of 10 too luminous
to be consistent with a low-mass subgiant with an orbital period of 9.84 days (see
Podsiadlowski & Rappaport 2000). The explanation for this paradox was found
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Figure 1.6 Key binary parameters as a function of time (with arbitrary offset) in
a binary calculation illustrating the possible evolution of Cygnus X-2. The cal-
culation assumes that mass transfer started when the secondary was near the end
of the main sequence (case AB mass transfer). Panel (a): radius (solid curve)
and Roche-lobe radius (dot-dashed curve) of the secondary;panel (b): the orbital
period (solid curve); panel (c): the mass of the secondary (solid curve) and the pri-
mary (dot-dashed curve); panel (d): the mass-loss rate fromthe secondary (solid
curve); the inset shows a blow-up of the second slow mass-transfer phase (hy-
drogen shell burning). The dashed curves in panel (b) and (d)show the orbital
period and mass-transfer rate for a case B calculation. (From Podsiadlowski &
Rappaport 2000.)

independently by King & Ritter (1999) and Podsiadlowski & Rappaport (2000)
(also see Kolb et al. 2000; Tauris, van den Heuvel & Savonije 2000) who showed
that the characteristics of Cyg X-2 can best be understood ifthe system was the
descendant of an IMXB where the secondary initially had a mass of≃ 3.5M⊙ and
lost most of its mass in very non-conservative case AB or caseB mass transfer (see
Fig. 1.6). Thus, Cyg X-2 provides observational proof that IMXBs can eject most
of the mass that is being transferred from the secondary (perhaps in the form of an
equatorial outflow as is observed in SS 433 [Blundell et al. 2001]) and subsequently
resemble classical LMXBs. This immediately suggests that alarge fraction of so-
called ‘LMXBs’ may in reality be IMXBs or their descendants.
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Figure 1.7 The initial properties of L/IMXBs at the beginning of the mass-
transfer phase. From top to bottom: initial secondary mass distribution, orbital
period distribution and system velocity. (From Pfahl et al.2003.)

Figure 1.8 The present properties of L/IMXBs. From top to bottom: secondary
(donor) mass distribution, orbital-period distribution and NS mass-accretion rate.
The panels on the left assume a lower (but probably more realistic) efficiency for
the CE ejection process than the panels on the right (parametrised using a lower
envelope structure parameterλCE). The double hatched regions indicate persis-
tent X-ray sources, the single hatched regions transients.The thick, solid distri-
bution on the bottom right panel illustrates how the inclusion of X-ray irradiation
effects may affect the theoretical̇M distribution. (From Pfahl et al. 2003.)

1.5.4 Modeling the L/IMXB Population

In order to assess the importance of IMXBs, Podsiadlowski, Rappaport & Pfahl
(2002) [PRP] and Pfahl et al. (2003) carried out a comprehensive study consisting
of two parts. The first involved a series of∼ 150 binary evolution calculations
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using a realistic binary evolution code (PRP). These calculations covered the mass
range of 0.8 to 7M⊙ and all evolutionary phases from early case A to late case B
mass transfer. The second part involved the integration of these binary sequences
into a state-of-the-art Monte-Carlo BPS code which alloweda detailed comparison
of the calculations with observations (Pfahl et al. 2003).

Fig. 1.7 shows the initial properties of systems that becomeX-ray binaries. As
the top panel shows, the majority of X-ray binaries initially have intermediate-mass
companions, simply because these are much easier to form. However, since the ini-
tial mass-transfer phase for IMXBs is very rapid (see Fig. 1.6), systems are most
likely to be observed after the secondaries have transferred/lost a large fraction of
their mass and essentially look like standard ‘LMXBs’ (although they may show
evidence for CNO processing and He-enrichment in their envelopes). The panels of
Figure 1.8 show the distributions of the secondary mass, orbital period and neutron-
star mass-accretion rate during the X-ray binary phase at the current epoch. Unlike
the initial mass distribution, the mass distribution at thecurrent epoch is dominated
by relatively low-mass systems, and there are hardly any systems above∼ 2M⊙

because of the initial high mass-transfer rate for IMXBs. The orbital-period distri-
bution shows no period gap and extends to very short periods.Finally, the luminos-
ity distribution displays a fairly strong peak around5 × 10−11 M⊙ yr−1 and has a
sharp cut-off at∼ 10−11 M⊙ yr−1.

While these distributions show many of the characteristicsof the observed dis-
tributions of ‘LMXBs’, in fact more so than a model that only includes CV-like
systems, there are still some fairly obvious discrepancies. First, there are too many
short-period systems to be consistent with the observed period distribution (e.g.,
Ritter & Kolb 1998). Second, while the distribution of mass-accretion rate (and
hence X-ray luminosity) has a sharp cut-off at∼ 10−11 M⊙ yr−1 – as is desirable,
the peak in the distribution is probably too low by about an order of magnitude.

Irradiation-Driven Mass-Transfer Cycles

Our binary evolution calculations at the moment do not account for irradiation
effects of the secondary that can dramatically change the evolution of the sys-
tem either by irradiation-driven winds (Ruderman et al. 1989) or irradiation-driven
expansion of the secondary (Podsiadlowski 1991). Podsiadlowski (1991) showed
that, if a star with a convective envelope is irradiated by a sufficiently high X-ray
flux (so that hydrogen is being ionised), it will try to expandby a factor of 2 to 4. If
such a star is already filling its Roche lobe, this will drive mass transfer at a highly
enhanced rate on a timescale determined by the thermal timescale of the convective
envelope. These early calculations assumed spherical illumination; this is unreal-
istic in a binary situation since, in this case, the energy that drives the expansion
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Figure 1.9 The distributions of secondary mass (top panel),orbital period (mid-
dle panel), and neutron-star mass-accretion rate at the current epoch for a standard
reference model (left panels) and a model simulating irradiation-driven mass-
transfer cycles. In the latter, it is assumed that during phases of irradiation-driven
mass transfer, the mass-transfer is a factor of 10 larger than the secular mass-
transfer rate with correspondingly shorter lifetimes for the X-ray active phase.
The standard model on the left predicts∼ 2000 observable X-ray binaries in the
Galaxy, while the model with irradiation cycles predicts∼ 200 systems, more
consistent with the observed sample. (From Podsiadlowski,Rappaport & Pfahl
2003b.)

can, in principle, be redirected to the unilluminated side where it can be radiated
away. But even then one expects a moderate expansion which can lead to mass-
transfer cycles (Hameury et al. 1993), characterised by relatively short phases of
enhanced mass transfer and long detached phases. These would not only increase
the mass-transfer rates during the X-ray-active portion ofthe cycles but also re-
duce the duration of the X-ray active lifetime of these systems by a proportionate
amount. This could provide a simultaneous solution of the X-ray luminosity and
the birthrate problem.

To simulate this in our BPS simulations, we have taken the binary sequences
calculated with our standard assumptions, but assumed thatthe mass-transfer rate
was a factor 10 larger during X-ray active phases than in the standard calculation
and was interrupted by long X-ray quiet phases, which we calculated in such a way
that the secular evolution of the systems (e.g., the orbitalperiod, secondary mass
as a function of time) were the same as in the standard sequences; this procedure
is consistent with the results of Hameury et al. (1993), but in some sense assumes
that irradiation effects are relatively modest.

The panels on the right in Fig. 1.9 show the results of such a simulation. As
one would expect, there are now many systems with higher mass-transfer rates,
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consistent with observations, and the number of observablesystems is reduced by
a factor of 10 to∼ 200, again in better agreement with the actual numbers.

1.6 High-Mass X-Ray Binaries

1.6.1 Systems with Neutron Stars

The mass-transfer process in high-mass X-ray binaries (HXMBs) is in some re-
spects quite different from those of L/IMXBs. If the compactobject is a neutron
star, Roche-lobe overflow will always become unstable because of the large mass
ratio. In general, one distinguishes two main modes of mass transfer:atmospheric
Roche-lobe overflowandwind mass transfer.

Atmospheric Roche-lobe overflow

Because there is an atmosphere above the photosphere of a star, mass transfer gen-
erally starts somewhat before the photosphere reaches the Roche lobe. Since, for
low-mass main-sequence stars (but not for giants!), the radial extent of this atmo-
sphere is very small, this initial phase is not usually very important. However, for
intermediate-mass stars, and even more so for high-mass stars, the extent can be
substantial and a large amount of mass can be transferred in this phase of atmo-
spheric Roche-lobe overflow (see Figure 12 in PRP). In particular, if mass transfer
ultimately becomes unstable, this is the only phase in whichsuch a system can be
observed as an X-ray source. The mass-transfer rate, in thisphase, can be orders of
magnitude larger than the Eddington mass-accretion rate.8 Therefore these systems
typically appear as very bright X-ray sources.

Wind mass transfer

In addition, massive stars have strong stellar winds and part of this wind can be
accreted by the companion. Because of gravitational focusing, the accretion cross
section is generally much larger than the geometric cross section of the accretor; it
is given by theBondi-Hoyle accretion radius

RBH =
2GM

v2
, (1.8)

whereM is the mass of the accretor andv the relative velocity between the wind
and the accreting object (assumed to be supersonic here). For a spherically sym-
metric wind emanating from the donor with mass-loss rateṀwind, it is easy to

8 The Eddington mass-accretion rate for an accreting object is the rate at which it has to accrete so that the
accretion luminosity equals theEddington limitat which radiation pressure stops accretion:
ṀEdd = 4πcR/κ, whereR is the radius of the accreting object andκ is the opacity of the material being
accreted. For a neutron star of 1.4M⊙, this accretion rate is≃ 2× 10−8 M⊙ yr−1.
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show that the fraction of the wind accreted by the companion is given by

Ṁacc

Ṁwind

=

(

vorb
vwind

)4 (

Macc

Macc +Mdonor

)2

, (1.9)

wherevorb is the orbital velocity and the subscripts ‘acc’ and ‘donor’refer to the
donor and accretor. For an HMXBs, the last factor in this expression is generally a
small number and hence only a small fraction of the wind can beaccreted in most
cases. As a consequence, wind-accreting HMXBs tend to be fainter then those that
accrete by atmospheric Roche-lobe overflow.

Be X-ray binaries

A third class of HMXBs areBe X-ray binaries, where the mass donor is a Be
star. Be stars are rapidly rotating stars, rotating at a speed close to break-up. Be
X-ray binaries are believed to be systems where the first mass-transfer phase (in
the phase before the formation of the neutron star) was stable and the companion
star was able to accrete a substantial amount of mass, being spun up to break-up in
the process. Because of their large rotation rates, Be starstend to have substantial
winds and eject matter episodically. This ejection is strongly concentrated towards
their equatorial planes. Once a neutron star has formed in a supernova, the neutron
star can accrete part of this wind and appear as an X-ray source. In particular, if
the orbit of the neutron star is eccentric (e.g., due to a supernova kick), these X-ray
outbursts tend to be very transient. Be X-ray binaries probably form the largest
sub-group of HMXBs but, because of their transient nature, their total number is
somewhat uncertain.

The Final Fate of HMXBs Containing Neutron Stars

As already mentioned, mass transfer in an HMXB is generally expected to become
unstable because of the large mass ratio. The reason is not only that the mass-
ratio is above some critical value, but also because there isan additional instability,
the Darwin instability. The neutron star orbiting the massive star induces a tide
in the massive star which will try to spin it up, so that ultimately it would spin
in co-rotation with the neutron star’s orbit. However, for asufficiently large mass
ratio, there is not enough angular momentum in the neutron star’s orbit to bring
the massive star into co-rotation.9 But the transfer of angular momentum from the
orbit to the star makes the orbit shrink and forces the neutron star to merge with
the massive star and form a common envelope.

9 The exact criterion for the Darwin instability is that a binary system is unstable if the moment of inertia of
the star being spun up (assuming solid-body rotation) is larger then 1/3 of the momentum inertia of the orbit,
i.e.,Istar > 1/3 µA2, whereµ is the reduced mass of the binary andA the orbital separation.
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The formation of Thorne-̇Zytkow Objects

The fate of his CE phase depends on whether the orbital energyreleased in the
spiral-in is enough to eject the envelope or not. If the initial orbital period is rela-
tively short (∼< 1 yr; Terman, Taam & Hernquist 1995), such systems are expected
to merge completely; this means that the neutron star sinks to the centre, replac-
ing or disrupting whatever there was before. Such objects with neutron cores are
known asThorne-̇Zytkow objects(TŻOs; Thorne &Żytkow 1975, 1977). These ob-
jects will appear as very cool red supergiants. Since these are difficult to distinguish
from normal red supergiants, it is presently not clear whether they actually exist.
Since this is the possible fate for the majority of known HMXBs, their birthrate in
the Galaxy is expected to be quite high (∼ 2× 10−4 yr−1; Podsiadlowski, Cannon
& Rees 1995). Depending on the uncertain lifetime of this phase (limited, e.g., by
the wind mass-loss rate), a few to 10 % of all red supergiants with a luminosity
comparable to or above the Eddington limit for a neutron starcould harbour neu-
tron cores. One way of distinguishing them from normal red supergiants is through
their anomalously large abundances of proton-rich elements, in particular molyb-
denum (Mo; Biehle 1991; Cannon 1993).

Once criticism that has been raised against the very existence of TŻOs (see, e.g.,
Chevalier 1993) is that, during the initial spiral-in phase, the accretion rate onto the
neutron star may occur in the neutrino-dominated regime where all the accretion
energy is radiated away in the form of neutrinos and becomes hypercritical (i.e., can
exceed the photon Eddington limit by an arbitrary amount). If this were the case,
one would expect the neutron star to accrete enough matter tobe converted into a
black hole. The resulting object would presumably be a blackhole surrounded by
a massive disc.10

The formation of double neutron star binaries

If the orbital period of the HMXB is relatively long (∼> 1 yr), the orbital energy
released by the spiralling-in neutron star is expected to besufficient to eject the
common envelope. The post-CE system will be a much closer binary consisting
of the neutron star (assuming that it did not experience supercritical accretion and
was converted into a black hole) in orbit with the hydrogen-exhausted core of the
massive star, i.e., a helium star (see the left panel of Fig. 1.10). If the helium star
is sufficiently massive (∼> 4M⊙), it will appear as aWolf-Rayet starwith a very
powerful, optically thick wind (withṀwind ∼

> 10−6 M⊙ yr−1). If even a small
fraction of this wind is accreted by the neutron star, the system will again appear

10 If this disc is sufficiently massive it is conceivable that self-gravitating objects, even low-mass stars, could
form in such a disc due to gravitational instabilities (Podsiadlowski et al. 1995).
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as a bright X-ray source. Cyg X-3 with an orbital period of 4.8hr provides a proto-
typical example for this type of system.11

Eventually, the helium star will explode in a supernova (of Type Ib/Ic) and itself
produce a neutron star. Because of the natal NS supernova kick, there is a high
probability that the system becomes disrupted in this second supernova. If this is
the case, both neutron stars (one a young pulsar, the other a relatively old neutron
star) will move apart asrunaway neutron starswith velocities comparable to their
final orbital velocities in the disrupted binary (typicallya few 100 km s−1). On the
other hand, if the system remains bound, the surviving system is a binary con-
taining two neutron stars. The first double neutron-star (DNS) system discovered
was the Hulse-Taylor pulsar, PSR 1913+16 (Hulse & Taylor 1975), with an orbital
period of about 8 hr and a spin period of 59 ms (the pulsar was mildly spun up
[recycled] by accretion from the helium star in the previousHe-star binary phase).
Since the original discovery, half a dozen more DNS systems have been found
(see, e.g., the list in Schwab et al. 2010). These systems have become extremely
important probes of fundamental physics. The orbital evolution of these systems
is entirely driven by gravitational radiation. Since the neutron stars are too small
to interact in any way (even tidally), the resulting measured decrease of the orbital
period in these systems provides a direct and very accurate test of Einstein’s theory
of General Relativity (for this achievement, Hulse and Taylor were awarded the
Nobel prize in 1993).

In addition, if the orbital period of a DNS system is short enough (∼< 10hr),
gravitational radiation will bring the system together in aHubble time making
the two neutron stars merge in a final cataclysmic event. Suchmerger events are
accompanied by a major burst of gravitational waves, which could be directly de-
tectable with current and future gravitational wave experiments (e.g., Advanced
LIGO). If such a merger occurs in a relatively nearby galaxy,such mergers should
be detectable within the next few years.

In addition, such mergers are likely to produce a burst of gamma rays, and merg-
ers of two neutron stars or a neutron star and a black hole are presently the best can-
didates for short-duration GRBs.12 Finally, DNS mergers may also be the source
of some unusual nucleosynthesis: in particular, because ofthe overabundance of
neutrons, they are a potential source for all the neutron-rich, r-process elements in
the Universe, for which no source has yet been identified unambiguously.13

As mentioned before, it is not clear whether a neutron star spiralling-in inside a

11 Note, however, that, in the case of Cyg X-3, it is not clear whether the compact object is a neutron star or a
black hole.

12 Unlike long-duration GRBs, the average duration of a short-duration GRB is less than 1 s.
13 Explosive nucleosynthesis in supernovae is often considered a possible source for r-process elements, but it

is still unclear whether the conditions for the r-process are right for a sufficiently long time during the
explosive supernova phase.
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massive envelope will survive as a neutron star or be converted into a black hole by
hypercritical accretion. If this were the case, the above scenario could not produce
a DNS system. An alternative scenario to produce DNSs was proposed by Brown
(1995), which is shown in the right panel of Figure 1.10. If the masses of the initial
binary are sufficiently close (typically within 4 %) and masstransfer occurs when
the primary has already finished helium core burning (Case C mass transfer), the
secondary will already have finished its hydrogen-core-burning phase and devel-
oped a helium core. In this case, one may expect a common-envelope phase, where
the common envelope contains the envelopes of both stars, and the embedded bi-
nary consists of the He-exhausted core of the primary and theH-exhausted core
of the secondary (so-called double-core evolution). Once the common envelope is
ejected, the system has become a close binary with two H-exhausted stars, one
most likely containing a CO core, the other a He core. After two supernovae, the
system will end up as a DNS system. Even though this evolutionrequires rather
special circumstances, Dewi, Podsiadlowski & Sena (2006) found that, within the
substantial uncertainties of this channel, this channel could account for a large frac-
tion of DNS systems and potentially all.

The Double Pulsar: PSR J0737−3039

A particularly important recent discovery is the binary pulsar PSR J0737−3039
(Burgay et al. 2003), which consists of two pulsars: one old,recycled pulsar with a
spin period of 22.7 ms and one younger pulsar with a spin period of 2.77 s (Fig. 1.10
illustrates two possible evolutionary histories for the double pulsar). Because of
the short orbital period of this system (2.4hr), general relativistic effects are much
more important than in the Hulse-Taylor pulsar, and this system has now become
our most important laboratory for testing general relativity (see Kramer & Stairs
2008). Note also that the second-born pulsar (Pulsar B) has amass of1.249M⊙,
very close to the mass expected for an e-capture supernova. Indeed, there is strong
evidence that the second-born neutron star did not receive alarge kick: (a) the orbit
is almost circular, (b) the system space velocity is small and (c) the spin of the
recycled pulsar (Pulsar A) is aligned with the orbit (see Podsiadlowski et al. 2005
for further discussion).

1.6.2 X-ray Binaries Containing Black Holes

Interlude: do black holes exist?

These days we often take the existence of black holes for granted, but we should
ask whether it has actually been proven. In the case of stellar-mass black holes,
the argument is usually just based on the mass of the compact object, since the
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maximum mass of a neutron star is believed to be less than∼ 3M⊙. The inferred
masses for the compact objects in some of the “black-hole” binaries, as largely de-
termined by their mass function (eq. 1.1), exceeds10M⊙ in some of the best cases
(e.g., GRS 1915+105; Greiner, Cuby & McCaughrean 2001). While this is well in
excess of the maximum neutron-star mass, it does not prove that the compact object
is a black hole as the equation of state of matter at these densities is very poorly
understood, and it is has been postulated that other states of matter could exist (e.g.,
involving strange matter, Q-balls, etc.) that do not have a maximum mass limit.

What one needs to show the existence of a black hole is the existence of an event
horizon, the defining feature of a black hole. This is possible in principle, if one
has a system where one knows the accretion rate onto a compactobject, but one
does not see the accretion luminosity that would be associated with this accretion
rate, as all the mass–energy disappears below the event horizon without trace (in
contrast, for objects with a surface, most of that energy hasto be radiated away).
This is possible in principle, but has not yet been demonstrated convincingly (at
least to this author), despite some claims in the literature.

The Origin of Black-Hole Binaries with Low-Mass Companions

A large fraction of the black-hole (BH) binaries known to date appear to contain
low-mass donor stars, in many cases resembling LMXBs exceptthat they often
tend to be transient rather than persistent X-ray sources (see, e.g., Lee, Brown
& Wijers 2002). This poses an immediate problem concerning their formation.
As already discussed in the context of the formation of LMXBs, it is challeng-
ing for a low-mass star to eject the massive envelope of a NS progenitor in the
CE phase. This becomes even harder for a BH progenitor that isnecessarily more
massive. Indeed, if one uses realistic envelope structures, the maximum orbital en-
ergy available from the spiral-in of a low-mass star falls short by about a factor
of 5 − 10 to what is needed to eject the envelope of a BH progenitor (seePodsi-
adlowski, Rappaport & Han 2003 for details). This problem has long been known
(even though it is often ignored!), and a number of solutionshave been proposed.
These include: (1) the models of the envelopes of massive redsupergiants may be
wrong (in particular, due to uncertainties in the wind mass loss); (2) the model-
ing of the CE phase may be in error (this would not be surprising considering that
this is a very poorly understood phase; however, energy conservation should not
be violated); (3) there are alternative exotic formation scenarios, involving triple
systems (Eggleton & Verbunt 1986) or the formation of a low-mass star in the
debris disc of, e.g., a Thorne-Żytkow object (Podsiadlowski et al. 1995: Podsiad-
lowski et al. 2003a); (4) the companions of these systems mayhave descended from
intermediate-mass objects (similar to the case of most LMXBs; Podsiadlowski et
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Figure 1.11 Selected properties of black-hole binary sequences as a function of
time since the beginning of mass transfer: black-hole spin parameter (top left),
orbital period (top right), black-hole mass and secondary mass (dashed and solid
curves, bottom left), mass-transfer rate (bottom right). In all sequences, the black
hole has an initial mass of 10M⊙ and is initially non-rotating. The secondaries
(mass donors) range from 2 to 17M⊙ and are initially unevolved (the larger the
initial mass of the secondary, the shorter the duration of the mass-transfer phase).
The shaded regions in each panel indicate the period range of30 to 40 d (similar
to the orbital period of GRS 1915+105 with Porb = 33.5 d). (From Podsiadlowski
et al. 2003a.)

al. 2003a; Justham, Rappaport & Podsiadlowski 2006); or (5)the energy source for
the ejection of the common envelope is nuclear energy ratherthan orbital energy
(“explosive common-envelope ejection”; Podsiadlowski etal. 2010 and§ 1.4). At
present, there is no consensus on the resolution of this conundrum.

The Evolution of Black-Hole Binaries

In X-ray binaries where the accreting compact source is a black hole, the mass-
transfer process and the overall evolution differs significantly in some respects from
the case of neutron-star binaries.
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If the donor star is a low-mass star, the main processes are similar to the case
of LMXBs, except that, because of the larger mass of the blackhole, the mass-
transfer rate tends to be lower. One consequence of this is that most black-hole
binaries with low-mass companions are X-ray transients with alternating phases of
high and low accretion rates depending on the state of the accretion disc (see the
corresponding chapters in these proceedings).

For black-hole binaries with massive companions, the main difference to NS
systems is that standard Roche-lobe overflow is not necessarily unstable for mass
ratios as high as∼ 2. Therefore, these systems may experience long phases of
stable mass transfer as bright X-ray sources.

Podsiadlowski et al. (2003a) have systematically exploredthe evolution of black-
hole binaries. Figure 1.11 shows some of the key results fromthis study. It shows
the evolution of initially unevolved main-sequence stars (ranging from 2 to 17M⊙

initially), transferring mass to a black hole with an initial mass of 10M⊙. In all
of these sequences, mass transfer is stable at all times (even a model with 20M⊙

was only marginally unstable). In systems where the initialdonor mass exceeds the
black-hole mass, mass transfer initially occurs on a thermal timescale, leading to
very high mass-transfer rates and the spikes in theṀ distribution in Figure 1.11.
After the mass ratio has been reversed, mass transfer continues to be driven by the
nuclear evolution of the donor star. Since this phase is muchlonger-lived than the
thermal timescale phase, BH X-ray binaries are most likely to be observed in this
phase. As the donor ascends the giant branch, the mass-transfer rate goes up again,
producing another spike in thėM evolution.

The main results of this study were: (1) RLOF in BH X-ray binaries is stable
for mass ratios as high a 2, and, because of the mass loss, the X-ray active phase
can be much longer than the lifetime of a single star of the same initial mass. (2)
Even if mass accretion onto the black-hole is Eddington limited, the black holes
can accrete substantial amounts of mass (see the bottom leftpanel of Fig. 1.11);
hence the present observed BH mass is not necessarily a good indicator of the
initial post-collapse BH mass. (3) Black holes can also accrete substantial amounts
of angular momentum (top left panel of Fig. 1.11) and be spun up in the process
to spin parametersa ∼ 0.4 − 0.9 (assuming that the black holes were initially
non-rotating).

The Nature of Ultraluminous X-ray Sources

Ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs; Fabbiano 1989) are typically defined as X-
ray sources that have a luminosity exceedingLX = 1039 ergs s−1, which is roughly
the Eddington luminosity for a 10M⊙ black hole (the exact definition varies some-
what from author to author). The particular interest of these systems is that they
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Figure 1.12 X-ray luminosities, assuming Eddington-limited accretion, (left
panel) andpotentialX-ray luminosities, assuming non-Eddington-limited accre-
tion, (right panel) for the binary evolution sequences in Figure 1.11 as a function
of time since the beginning of mass transfer. (From Podsiadlowski et al. 2003a.)

may harbour intermediate-mass black holes with masses of102 − 103 M⊙ (Col-
bert & Mushotzky 1999) which could possibly represent the missing link between
stellar-mass black holes and supermassive black holes at the centres of galaxies.
Indeed, they could be the key building block for supermassive black holes. As dis-
cussed in detail in the chapter by Fabbiano in these proceedings, it is now clear that
probably the vast majority of ULXs are physically associated with regions of very
active massive star formation (such as in the Antennae interacting galaxies and the
Cartwheel galaxy). This strongly suggests that most of them(but not necessarily
all!) are linked to massive BH binary populations. Indeed, there is no problem to
feed black holes at a mass-transfer rate at which they could appear as ULXs. This is
shown in Figure 1.12 in which the right panel shows the potential X-ray luminosity
of the evolutionary sequences in Figure 1.11 (for comparison, the left panel shows
the luminosity in these sequences if accretion were Eddington limited). The poten-
tial X-ray luminosity is defined as the accretion luminosityone would observe if
all the mass lost from the donor star were accreted by the black hole. Note that the
potential luminosities can reach values as high as∼ 1041 ergs s−1, albeit for only
very short periods of time.

In this context, I would like to clear up a common mis-conception in the litera-
ture. One often hears that stellar BH X-ray binaries may looklike ULXs if they are
in a thermal timescale mass-transfer phase. However, as Figure 1.12 shows, these
systems reach potential ULX luminosities for the more massive companions dur-
ing most of the phases where mass transfer is driven by the nuclear evolution of the
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donor.14 Since this phase is many orders of magnitude longer-lived, it is much more
likely that the observed ULXs are in this phase rather than the thermal timescale
phase (the very short initial spikes in Fig. 1.12). (For recent detailed studies of
massive BH binaries and their relation to ULXs see Rappaport, Podsiadlowski &
Pfahl 2005; Madhusudhan et al. 2006, 2008.)

The main issue with ULXs being stellar-mass BH binaries is that they have to
accrete at a rate that exceeds the Eddington accretion rate by a significant factor (for
some of the more luminous systems by a factor up to∼ 20). It has been suggested
that, in magnetic accretion discs, such high accretion rates can be reached, but
the exact physical mechanism remains unclear and may involve a photon bubble
instability (Begelman 2002, 2006; Ruszkowski & Begelman 2003), emission from
a hot, optically thin corona magnetically coupled to the accretion flow (Socrates
& Davis 2006) or something else. Until we understand the physics of magnetic
accretion discs better, this issue remains unresolved (also see Hawley’s chapter in
these proceedings).

14 In addition, beaming, both geometric (King et al. 2001) and relativistic (Körding, Falcke & Markoff 2002),
may increase the apparent luminosities of these systems further if they are observed along the direction
where the radiation is beamed.
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